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PADUCA.II, KY., SUNDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER
10. 1905.

VOL 22, NO. 113

He now sues her for the medical bill.
promissed to have a good man here
She then herself sued Guthrie for the
injuries and got $1,500 damages. Aftomorrow.
The Lone Oak col!ege started last
ter getting the judgment Colonel
,Monday and Professor Joe Ragsdale
Howell sued Miss Carney on the
Iliad charge of it all the wrek, but
ground that he served her in getting
Tomorrow
up her case. Now. Eubanks and
his city school place tomorrow.
0,thers will have charge of the buildHowell attach $500 of the judgment
ong in the county pend ng arrival of
tutions Will Open.
she got against Guthrie, and Gothrie
the new man.
paid that amount into court.
r
The
defenda
nt
tendere
d its bill of
CASES SET DOWN
COMMERCIAL VEXATION
AU But One Open.
pronou
nced
as
EVERY
such
and
made
BUILD
the
alING,
EVEN
TOMO
TRIAL
RROW
.
FOR
All
NOW OUT OF WAY.
the
public schools of the PROMISES TO TELL
lowances granted these unfortunates
THE M'KINLLY, so READY
county have resumed teaching for the
out of the state fund.
GRAND JURY SOMETHIN
G
fall with exception of the bu lding ml
The defendant tendere dits 'bill of
The Mount Murder Charge On the evidence and
distrct
No.
25,
and
Action
this is expected to
Taken Yesterday By State New Principal For
exceptions in the suit
Loan Oak Col- start tomorrow.
Docket to Be Taken Up
of L. B. Stevenson against the
This is the district James Cowan,
Board of Health and Fact
lege,
Vice
Prof.
Joe
RagsAnother Murderer, is
First.
over which such a controversy arose,
Telegraphed Here.
Central railroad, for damages on
Now on Trial in Same
dale Resigned.
Supt Ragsdale not wanting the buildacount of the death of his wife at
Court.
ing moved from its old location while
the Dawson disaster several years
the
trustees did. The latter won in
SOME OUTSIDE COURT
ago.
MESSRS EGAN AND PALMER
LAST COUNTY SCHOOL
the controversy, and are now moving
ACTION OF INTEREST.
TO COME HERE TODAY.
LIKELY OPENS MONDAY the school from its former stand, HE BLEW A MAN'S
Will Acquitted.
HEAD OFF WITH GUN
eight miles out from here on the
At Cadiz yesterday Laurence WilBenton road, to a point one and oneThe first week of circuit court lis was acquitted of murdering his
Although realizing that it has been
Contractor
T. Davis, of the Pa- half miles over on the Sedd road near
came to a close yesterday, and. al- uncle, Lieut. W. B. Johnstone, who a farce all the way through
, but one
A lifetime sentence was the
though everything was dispatched was assassinated the night of March that has occas:oned every traveler ducah 6:instruction works, who are Clark's river. Prof. Mill will have
penalty
charge
impose
puting
d on John Wells Jesterday,
of
the
up
the
building
new
McKinl
.
school
ey
with expedition still there was noth- 3. 1903, while sitting in the house of much inconvenience and useless trouat
Smithland, liar murdering old man
ing voluminous accomplished in the King Wallace near Canton. Some- ble, all Paducahans will be pleased building in isrechanicsburg, yesterday
John Hockberry last winter
stated that things were all ready for
New Teacher Chosen.
and
way of criminal cases, because the one fired through the window and to learn that last evening the IllinMattie Anderson, colored, has been throwing his body into the
school to be started at the new strucCumberRule Neece murder charge consumed killed him. Willis was given a life ois state board of health raised the
ture tomorrow despite the contention selected to take the place made va- land river from whence it did
not
several days, and then the petit jury sentence at his first trial a year or quarantine which has existed at
some that the building would not cant by the resignation of George arise until some months thereaft
eid not get to work until Wednes- two ago, while the jury hung on the Cairo towards this city for the past of
er.
Roberts
The jury was out only
on, colored.
be ready for the scholars.
forty-five
day, the first two days being occu- second hearing, and now he is acquit few weeks. This means that all Paminutes when they reached that
All of yesterday the carpenters and
verpied in empaneling this and the ted on the third trial. His mother ducahans can now go back and forth
dict
other
and reported same back into
mechani
NEARL
cs
were
Y
HALF
busily
engage
d
CENTU
was
RY
indicted with him but acquitted. to Cairo without being
grand jury, hearing different prelimput to the moving the desks from the old small
court.
inary matters and getting things in Last week ....he died at Cadiz. Willis trouble and embarrassment of being
frame
Mr.
J.
house
S.
Jackson
used
After hearing the sentence given
heretof
Has
for
ore
Been
Here
is
the
young fellow brought here last refused admittance to that
shape for the session. The petit jury
munici- school purposes to the new buildhim Wells gave the authorities
49 Years Today.
kept right up with the others and winter and kept in the local county pality.
some
ing, and the seats are all now in potrouble. When being lead back
they are only a few cases behind the jail for safekeeping.
to
News of the abrogation of the sition to the number
Today celebrates the forty-ninth the county jail from the
needed.
docket.
courtho
use
quarantine order and upleftnsent of
Mk. Davis said yesterday that prac- anniversary of the residenceship here he refused to go inside
4inewes
and be locked
Property Sold.
the embargo established against this tically nothing
remained now to be of one of Paducah's most prominent up. The deputy in charge
Trustee
Arthur
Martin,
of the
of the Dry- city was received last night about to done, and that
Tomorrow's Docket.
and
highly esteemed citizens, who is man notified Jailer Threlke
the scholars could tofuss & Bro. bankruptcy case, yester- o'clock by Mikyor Yeiser in shape
ld
of tlfe
of morrow morning enter upon their Mr. J. S. Jackson, the well known ilastreperous
Four cases are set for tomorrow,
day sold to New York parties for a telegram from Secretary James
disposition Wells eviA. studies there, and then if anything foundryman, of First and Kentucky denced and the
the fir•t being that charging Willis
$500, •ome kits the Dry-fuss Broth,- Egan, of the Illinois state board
jailer summoned asof turned up for the carpenters to do avenue. This is a very long period sistance from
Mount with killing the jockey, Wilseveral bystanders and
ers _owned in Yonkers, New York. health, who wired from the Egyptian
it could be performed after school for a permanent residence here and -they forced the
lis Nutty, above the Stag saloon on
man into the ironcity. His message stated as follows: hours and thereby
N.vth Fourth street, nearly two
not disturbe the there ale very few who have remain- barred cell, but not without
Pale
considerAle
Sold.
"Cairo, Ill., Sept. 9.—Mayor Yei- children with the
years 2{70.
hammering and ed in Ole city for a longer unbrok- able trouble.
Reynold
Ed
s,
cokred
,
has
ser,
been
Paduca
h,
Ky:
Illinois
yr" .1111
state nailing which would occur if the lab- en period of time.
The other killing case tomorrow is
held over to the federal grand jury board of health has raised the quaranAfter the jury reported on his case
orers worked during the time the litthat againiit Porter Hart, colored.
September to, 1856, which was also
Wells made some sensational asserby U. S. Commissioner Armour Gard tine instituted against Paducah health tle ones
who shot to death near Maxon's Mill
were pouring over their a Sunday, Mr. Jackson same to this tions.
ner on the charge of selling pale ale certificates. It is probable that Dr.
He stated that this week' he
Dangles Merriweather, elect colored.
city from St. Louis to install some
books.
intende
without
d
a
go:ng before the circuit
license
the
Palmer
at
fair
ground
and
s
will
I
call
on
you
tomorThe two other proceedings for that
nfnelsinery at the old Allard flour mill
court grand jury, now in session
Lin
at
day are the sews charging William August 8th. He was held in $300 row. (Signed) James E. Egan, secs
at First and Washington streets, Smithl
Settled shortly.
amt and show to them tha:
retary." 0
Arnold with breaking into the resiwhich
is
now
occupie
By
d Ey the peanef the wife of Hocken
the second Saturday in OctoThe message came over the Postal
berry was. as deep
dence of Charles Zeiss, and that.acter th state superintendent of pub- factory. After putting :n the mechan- ,into the killing
Magiste
telegra
rial
Court.
ph
as he was and took a
wires,
and
Shortly
thereaf- lic inst
cusing Wesley Davis, colored, with
cis;
departm
ent
for
the flour mill, hand'in the
n will have to settle the
Tomorrow Justice R. J. Barber ter Drs. Palmer and Egan wired that
deed.
stealing some brasees from the Micontroversy between the superin- while was an important factor in the
convene
his
s
magiste
they
rial
would
court
come
in
The circumstances are that Wells
up
to
Paduca
h to- tendent of McCrac
sers Central railroad. Davis is inlocal
commer
cial
world
for
years.
ken
county's
monthly session in his office on Le- day, aboard the launch which °they
(fitted for petty larceny
Mr. Jackson was so well pleased with had a wife and children but had degal -Row
have been utilizing at Cairo .daring schools and the superintendent of Paduca
•
h and its outlook that he de- serted them. He commenced paying
the quarantine period. They come up the Ballard county schools regarding cided
Indictments Brought In.
to
locate here. In due course attention to the step-daughter of
district 26, .half of which is in this
to confer with Mayor Yeiser.
Contempt Proceedings.
of
time
he
entered the foundry busi- Hockenberry, who resided on i
True bills against four parties were
county
and
half
of which in the RatLawyer Thomas Crice returned yes
The qua?antine that Cairo has
ness
and
has
built up a business sec- shantyboat, and who objected to the
brought in yesterday by the grand terday
lard. Always heretofore McCracken
morning from
Louisville, maintained against this city has been county has
ond
to
none
of
that character in this girl letting the man pay court to
jury, which was given -an extension where
gotten
allowan
ce out of
he and Hon. John K. Hen- the source of illimitable trouble to
her. Wells wanted to marry the
end
of
the
state.
the state school fund for all pupils
of one week in time in which to con- drick
stepand others went as legal rep- everybody, as the health authorities
daughte
r but the old man interfered.
Besides serving the city in abusiin that district, noiatithstanding
tinue investigations being made into
resentatives for W. H. Mann, E. S. of that neighboring city have posiOne
day Hockenberry went out in
ness way to great credit, he has held
thc dfferent matters laid before
Knight and W. L. Kennedy, in the tively refused to let Paducah people many Ballard county children at- many respons
the river in his skiff, this being
ible
places
them.
public
in
tended
last
from
over
the
county
line.
case where Judas Evans, of the fed- holding certificates issued here enlife, and for years was the trusted winter, and tiswer showed up any
Now
Will McClelland. the little 14-year- eral
Ballard
county
wants
to
create
court, summoned these three lat i ter the city. This naturally had a
another school district and take in representative in the councilmanic more. The etsipty boat *as found
old negro boos was given a sentence
ter to appear before him and show ;detrimental effect from a commercial
floating down stream some
of two years in the reform school
that
hours
portion of No. 26 lying in her board for his ward. His living has alcause why they should not be pun- standpoint, because considerable busthereaft
er and it was surmised that
ways
been an exemplification of honcounty, but which heretofore has
for breaking into the room ei Harhe had fallen overboard and
iehed for contempt on the ground iness is done between the two places,
been credited to IstcCracken when esty, which he carried into public and
riet Hord, colored, in the rear yard
been
and drummers, merchants and others
that
they
drowne
worked
d. Several months thereafter
the
Livings
ton
busines
s matters the same as along
f the Boswell residence on Nrwth
money was apportioned out of the
the body of the dead man floated
county mining land near Lola, in vio- compelled to go back and forth to
to
school fund of they state, which al- with his private career.
Fifth skeet between Mediae* and
the surface and was found.
lation of the injunction gotten out the respective cities have had much lows
Harrison. She went borne one evenso
much
per
head
for
each
to contend with.
About this time Wells was arrested
scholar. Both county superintending early and caught the lad in the to prevent this while thele continHOLD CONVENTION.
ued
the
litigati
on
pending
for chicken stealing and the day
in
the
house. lie leaped out of a window,
ents are claiming the half of 26 lying
the
PRIVATE SCHEDULE
over in Ballard. and although the In That Manner the Nominee For petit jury gave him one year for this
then over the fence and landed in the United States court regarding the
• arms of Will Overton, cohared
ownership of the property, several
offense, the grandjury got the
Coroner Will Be Chosen.
state superintendent has not yet deHock, out in
Eight-Hour-Day Demand Forced by cided the questio
enberry girl before it and learned
the alley. Being searched three gold parties contending for possession of
n he will have to by
same. When the judge took up the
the Typothetae.
Yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock enough to bring in an indictment
the second Saturday of October, as
rings he had stolen were found on
on that date he w ill have to notify the county democratic committee against Wells charging that he murhis person. Officer Gus Rogers will contempt matter it developed that
Mr. Mann was working the property
Owing to the fact that the national McCracken and the other counties met at the county courthouse to de- dered Hockenberry and weighting
take him to the reform school.
himself, despite the fact that he was employing
printer's
association how much they get out of the state cide the time and manner of select- down the body pitched it into the
George Denny and 7.ana Moore,
the
one
who
known
got
out
as
Typothe
the
the
injunct
tae
ion
ing the party nominee for the posi- stream where it remained submerged
its con- fund.
in
colored, were indicted on the charge
tion of coroner, the nominee chosen for the several months. On this killof grand larceny. They are accused to prevent the others from working vention in Buffalo, last week, declarduring the last county primary having ing being placed at Wells door the
of robbing E. H. Wilaon, colored, it. After looking into the matter the ed for the open shop all over its
Three Teachers Absent.
judge dismissed the contempt order jurisdiction, the International TypoYesterday the general meetings died since, he being Captain James court set ;side the sentence for
of $ao at the home of Charlotte Park
er. negress, of North Eighth street. and advised all to discontinue work- graphical upon has issued orders to were held with the teachers and pro- Crow, who was named to succeed chicken stealing and has been holding
its members to demand the e ght- fessors by Supt Lieb, at the Wash- himself. .During the absence of the accused every since, awaiting
Their case was set for trial the sev- ing the property.
hour
work day in every town and ington building on West liroadway, Chairman Berry. of the committee, trial for the killing.
enth day of the term.
City in the country. President E. and there were three absentees, City Attorney Thomas B. Harrison
Resolution Adopted.
Wells is one of the trio of alleged
John Jenkins, colored, was indicted
5.
Yesterday afternoon at the court M. Willis, of the Paducah local un- Misses Margaret Acker and Aubrey presided,
murderers that cut their way out of
for striking Cas<ie Hughes, colored,
After discussing the matter the the Smithland jail and escaped, but
with a flatiron and badly injuring house .the Paducah Bar Association ion, received a copy of this order, but Taylor being sick, while Miss Emma
held
as
the
eight-h
a
meeting
our
day
commit
and
already
is
tee decided that Saturday. were captured several days .thereaf.
in
adopted
resoluAcker
has
not yet returned from the
her. His case was set for trial on
conventions ter. He is a very desperate character
the seventh day of the term and Law tions pf respect brought in by the effect In this city, the matter has no Portland, Oregon exposition, where October 7, precinct
bearing upon conditions here. This she went several weeks ago..
appoint
eommit
ed
would
tee
tsbon
be
held
delegat
the
and
recent
es chosen and mach trouble has been had with
yer Albin Barkley named to defend
If the
order means union printers will latter is not back by tomorrow,
him. The Hughes woman claims he death of Major Thomas MOSS in Maa to the county convention which will him every since beng arrested.
strike in all the large cities of the substitute will be put in
her place be held at the courthouse the followtried to kill her with an axe before nila.
country. They had intended demand- to teach the room until she does
Cowan Case Now Up.
hitting her with the iron.
get ing Wednesday. October nth, to
name the nominee. There are a numPOWDER PLANT DESTROYED. ing the right-hour day the first of home.
Immediately on disposing with the
next year, but the employers have
The teachers and professors all ber of candidates out for the nomi- Wells case the jury took up the
Got Two Years.
forced
the
fight
declari
by
ng
for
James Cowan murder charge and got
talked
Blew
over arrangements for the nat on.
Up
and
Killed
About ThirtyThe only other case triet yesteropen shops. This strike order does opening tomorrow, and after the genit into shape for trial tomorrow. It
five
People.
(lay outside the McClelland case was
not apply to newspapers, since most eral gathering the teacher of
will probably be Wednesday at least
FEVER AT NEW ORLEANS.
s
each
that againkt Leander Donald, the neof
these are already working only respective building had a separat
before this proceeding is finished
Connells
ville,
ca.,
Sept.
e
g.—The
gro womn of Burnet street who stole
eight-hours, but only to large job meeting with the principal in charge Conditions Continue Without Any as many witnesses have to be
heard,
the $4cio worth of clothing from the Rand powder works, six miles from shops.
while the arguments of the attorneys
Material Change.
of their building.
Uniont
own,
blew
up
at
9:15
o'clock
residence of Rev. W. W. Armstrong.
The
printers have an immense
Everything is now ready for the
wia take up much time.
of the Trimble street Methodist this morning. The large plant was strike fund, approximating
a million scholars to take to their books in
New Oeleans, Sept. 9.—There is
complet
ely
de
One day Cowan's children had a
*toyed
and
in
the
dechurch, several mionthe ago. She
struction some 35 people kat their dollars, and are confident in winning the morning. The first day is gener- no material change in the fever con- quarrel with the little ones of a man
got two years in the penitentiary.
iller consumed enteiring4 the pupils, ditions here. There are stilt a few named Warren, the former
lives, there being about forty at their contention.
living on
getting the books and all getting set- case, and a few deaths. Owing to the a shantyboat moored near Smithla
work in the mills. The concussion
nds
Civil Orders.
tled down. Studies will be actively prevalence of the diseaae the schools whle Warren resided on a
I,
Coal Sales Agent.
was like an earthquake. A passing
farm close
.A number of civil proceedings train was almost
will not be opened Monday. This to the bank. Shortly thereafter Warwrecked and many
Mr. William Parham, the well entered into Tuesday.
were considered yesterday, orders penions
has been dennitely settled. The be- ren and Cowan met by a corn crib
thereon were hart. Two ex- known coal dealer and former hotel
being issued in them.
New College Professor.
lief in the mosquito theory has been where the former was working, and
plosions occurred and all five of the man, was selected as the general sales
In the suit of Dr. W. C. Eubanks buildings of
the plant were wrecked. agent for the Hillside and Wloodson 'Superintendent Marvin Ragsdale, of further confirmed by the discovery they quarreled, Willi result that
-against Donna Lee Carney, the court
the county schools, who is one of the that the negroes are not immunes, Cowan blew the thher's head
mines that are controlled by Mr.
off with
ordered this action consolidated with NO
owners
of the West Kentucky col- and the appearance of the disease a shot gun.
SHORTAGE DISCOVERED. William Eades, of this city, and are
that of Hon. Wm. Howell, the lawlege out at Lone Oak, yesterday tele- among them is traceable to naosquilocated near Green river, up the
Cowan escaped.
This happened
yer, against Donna Lee Carney. Ell
Haubsitadt, Ind., Sept. 9.—H. H. Louisville devision of the Illinois phoned Mir. Claude Bell, of Nashville, toeFt.
two years ago and the alleged murGuthrie then paid $5oo into court. Ogdon, bank
Tenn.,
to
sent
profess
a
or here to
expert of Evansville, Central railroad. Mr. Parham is a
derer was caught only last spring
Miss Carney was working for Ell who examin
Was a Knock-Out:
ed the books of the Haub thorough coal man and represents the take charge of the college and fill
while aboard his boat which had
the place vacated by resignation of
Guthrie, and one day while leaning stadt bank, has
In the fight at San. Francisco yester floating down into
reported that the ac- company at all points, but maintains
the Mississippi
the superintendent's brother, Joseph day afternoon between Britt and Nelrver the open elevator shaft on the counts of
Thebes Farthing, the Miss- this city as his headquarters
river. He was fishing on a nearby
Ragsdale. who gave tip his place at son, for the lightweight championsecond floor looking down to the ing cashier,
are correct, and that
that institution to accept a principal- ship, Nelson knocked Britt out in the island when slipped up on by the offirst floor, the elevator came down there is no
ficers. He had a Winchester rifle
shortage.
Tyrone
,
Ky., Friday night had a ship in the city schools. Mr. Bell eighteenth
frrtni the third 'floor and struck her
round. The fight was de- with
him
and the authorities
$25,000
fire.
A
busines
s
block
was
conduct
s an agency at Nashville for clared a hot one from start to finish
on the back of the head. She was
Mr. George Rose went to Grand Named and the Methodist church.
thought they were going to have
purpose of furnishing teachers and in- and was witnessed by an immense
injured and Dr. Eubanks treated her. Rivers yesterday
trouble with him, but he was finally,
to spend Sunday. Insurance $5.000.
structors to different institutions, and crowd.
persuaded to go along peacefully.

FIRST WEEK CONE

Several Convictions to Credit of the Time.

BLOCK NOW LIFTED1"SCHOOL BUTTER i

Illinois Raises the Quarantine Against Paducah

the Public Insti-!takes

1
i

GIVEN LIFE TERM

John Wells, Murderer, Convicted at Smithland.
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Potter, Miss Maude Byrd and Miss going on to their &sr:Ahern' home.
Mhydie Meyers.
1.44
Evening on Water.
Opening of Hotel Craig.
A delightful time was had ThursCLEANLINESS
The largest attended and most at- day evening by a party of young peoMiles, Ralph Warren, Ernest Bell, tractive affair of the
Confederate Daughters.
past week was pie out upon the river rowing. Those
necessity to perfect Health and an essential clement
1
Important and entertaining was the Walter Watts, Mr. Harper and Oran the opening Monday evening of in the crowd were: Ass Irene Scott,
of Happiness.
business session held by the Daugh- Bell.
Hotel Craig at The Wilhelm property Miss Mary Swiggart, Union City,
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
ters of the Confederacy Tuesday afon Fifth and Jefferson streets, as the Tenn.; Miss Louise Cox and Miss
ternoon with Mrs. F. N. Gardner at Baptist Church Social.
handsome hostelry
was brilliantils Martha Davis, Mi. Wallace Weill, Mr.
comforts of ilk you should equip your
In the basement of the First Bap- lighted, profusely decorated with Owens, New York; Mr. Chas. Cox,
her home on Washington between
sleeping apartment or ,dressing chamber
. Fifth and Sixth streets. The attend- tist church Friday evening a most floral arrangements and had sweet M1r. Philo Alcott and Mr. Frank F.
with a snowy whit e, one-piece
ance was unusually large, as the ses- delightful social was given by the music- furnished for the occasion by Davis.
Philathes
gathering
for
the
class,
and
much
pleasure
initial
was
the
sion
",$toodsper Porcelain Ehameled Lavaa fine orchestral band. Over 1,20o peoafforded many by the unusually at- ple visited the building during the Goes To Washington.
fall and winter months.
tory and have running hot and co;cl
During the deliberations the ladies tractive literary and musical pro- ,evening and were profuse in their
Tomorrow Miss Anna Webb leaves
water as desired at your touch.
•
selected their delegates to the nation- gramme, together with the dainty re- laudable comments upon the well ap- for Chicago, and from there she goes
We have samples in our showroom
freshments
served.
!portioned place and superior con- to Washingtbn to re-open her school
al convention of chapter representatives, that gathers in San Francisco The basement was decorated pret- i struction and equ pment for the pur- about the 5th of October. She has
and will gladly quote you prices.
October 3, for a several day session. tily with ferns and palms and during poses.
built up one of the most flourishing
The hotel is proving the most pop- colleges in the national capitol, it beThe local representatives will be the evening a spirited debatk was
"MF.sses May V. Patterson, Julia Scott had on "To Prove That The World .ular place in the entire city and is ing attended by the most representaand Eugenia Clark. Miss Scott has Was Better. Than It Was." Mr. daily filling up with guests, while the tive people of the country over.
• been in California for several weeks, Charles Richardson and Dr. Thomas traveling public in large numbers has Prospects this year are for a largely
and the other two expect to leave won on representing the negative filready discovered it is the most increased attendance.
side, while the affimative was repre- suitable and conveniently
located
shortly.
sented
by Messrs E. D. Curd and place in the city for that object.
The state convention delegates
4-14
chosen were Misses ReIla Coleman, Harry Lukens.
Married Tuesday.
Elizabeth Sinnott and Mrs. Ella Hop- The general programme was:
At 8:15 o'clock the evening of last
kins. The alternates are Mesdames Opening prayer—Rev. Cheek.
Class History—Mrs. Elmore.
Tuesday Miss Maggie Hutchison and
Lelia Lewis, Birdie Campbell and
Mr. Edward Calander were united in RUMORED GRAND JURY IS INWilliam Gilbert. The state gathering Song—Mr. F. Davies.
Reading—Leathea Puryear.
marriage at the residence of Rev.
convenes at llowl'ng Green, October
VESTIGATING MANAGESong—Mrs. P. H. Stewart.
Earl H. Cunningham, of the Second
12.
MENTS.
Do you want.a first class job by an
Reading—Mrs. H. H. Duley.
Baptist church, that reverend gentle+++
'Song—Ortance Thurman.
man conducting the ceremony which
Evening Tacky Party.
expert workman? If you do take
•1-2-4•
bound both for life.
Miss Mamie
A "Tacky Party" was the happy
Next Month Comes up Civil Actions
Duke and Mr. Earl Griffith were atIt to
form of entertainment
furnished Surprise Party.
That Forced Company Out of
A delightful surprise party was tendants to the couple and after the
many friends Tuesday evening by
Business.
Miss Ruby Mayer, at the home of her given Miss Flossie Like, at the home nuptials the bridal party and friends
'
entertaiped by Mr. and Mrs.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mayer, of her parents, on Elizabeth street,were
Thursday night. A delightful time Dell Barnes, of 715 North Eleventh
on South Fourth street.
It is rumored that the grand jury
224 Broadway,
Many amusing forms of diversion was had and refreshments were street
Paducah, Ky.
the circuit court has summoned
at
The newly married couple has gone
were participated in by the guests served late in the evening.
it
before
people
number
of
quite a
and a grand time had. Miss Zoe Thoie present were: Goldie Sel- to Clifton, Tenn., and I.ouisville, Ky.
for the purpose of bringing in inVarnslay captured the lady's prize, lets, Cora Potter, Mhydie Meyers,,on their bridal tour of two weeks,
dictments against parties connected
while. that for the gent went to Mr. Essie Smith, Katie Tillman, Willie returning from which they take up
444•444-1-44.+4.4-1-4•4•44
with the management of the defunct
Tillman, Ruby Smith, Lois Smith,.their abode here.
Oran Bell.
Purchasing company
'is++
People's
Home
During the evening reflieshments Ethel and Richard Byrd, David and
before it was forced out of existence,
Retta Wagner, Quiet Nuptials.
were served to the guests who were: Clarence Yarbro,
nothing definite can be learned
but
Episcopal
At
the
rectory
'Grace
of
'Misses Mary Lou Byrd, Inez Bell, Marceline Graham, Nina Burke, Myrreport as no one seems to
the
ci4
:Mabel Berry, Zoe Earnsley, Bessie tle Meyers, Geneva Moore, Myrtle chttrch Wednesday ever ing Miss
anything about the matter that
know
Mary
Morgan
and
SanderMr.
Jesse
Smedley, Emma Myer, Cora Potter, Lesure, Claude Smith and Fred and
son were united in marriage, the nup- they care to divulge. It is also
'Mary Fields, Ruby Meyer, Golda Roy Bahr,
tials being officiated over by Rector stated that if the grand jury in the
surprise
Scions, Allie Jones, 'Maude Byrd. Lal- This party was a complete
circuit court does slot do anything
la 'Fields, Nellie Stokes, Nona Stokes, to the young lady at whose residence David C. Wright in the presence of
that the grand jury for the federal
Emma Jones, Eura Coles. of May- it was given as they had gone to only a few friends who accompanied
that convenes here next month
court
sesi_
minister's
to
the
the
happy
pair
eld, Madie Mayer, Murrell Smedley, bed, but it was a pleasant affa r and
take up the question, as
surely
Idence.
and Nfessrs. Carol Givens, Dr. Carl all enjoyed themselves very much.
has already been gotten
data
m
b
y
uch
railroad,
the
Illinois
Central
will
!
With
Sears. Clyde Bell, John Evans. Mr. The chaperones were: Miss Cora
States detectives and
United
the
h young man is a popular
l
attache
i the
and highly respected by all. His turned over to the district atorney
bride is a dainty and cultured young represening the Federal government.
It is not until the civil term of cirlady of many acquaintances and
court next month that the civil 4-4+4.444+1.41-1-44-14-H.4.4÷4+H-++++1-144-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-P+++44-4-H-4.4.141
cuit
friends who extend congratulations
actions connected with the purchasIto both.
consider&
I.
1, They have taken up their home at ing company come up for
tion, and at that time there will come
l520 South Fifth street.
out what became of all the money
1-14
%rIJ.iWedding
collected by the concern and the uses
Invitations Out.
that time there
-mom' For the nuptials of Miss Adele it was put to. At
Of Paductfth, Kentucky.
suits filed against
the
up
comes
also
os
Means
Payne,
of
Mr.
Carl
Owensboro, and
To Do Your Shopping at L. B. Ogilvie & Co.
force them to
to
stockholders
the
Capital and Surplus $155,000
Wells, of this city, invitations have
hands of Receivers Felix
To Save Money on Every Purchase.
been sent out and received by friends pay into the
sum
Rudolph and Cecil Reed a
here in this city.
to the amount of their holdequal
at,
occurs
September
The wedding
RD P. NOBLE, PRES.
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening at St. mg8keep
to
continues
Bordeaux
N.
W.
VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Paul's Catholic, church of Owensboro. J. S.
city and his whereTransacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays a
The ushers for the occasion will con- away from this
known, or if they are
sist of all the attendants, they being abouts are not
cognizant of hs location will per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Ire
none
Charles Payne and Earl Wells.
proof vault for rent at $3 to Ito per year as to siva. You carry your owe
Atter the wedding the couple come divulge the fact
on here to take up their abode.
key and no one but yourself has access.
+4-0
Surprised By Friends.
Tuesday evening a crowd of happy
WE ARE SHOWING QUITE AN ASSORTMENT OF NEW WOOL- friends surprised Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
EN DRESS GOODS FOR EARLY FALL WEAR, SUCH AS ENG- McAughan by swooping down upon
THIS AND OTHER MATTERS
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
LISH TWILLS, PEAU DE SOIE, PRUNELLAS,
BROADCLOTHS them in a body. It was one of the
COME UP AT COUNTY
AND A COMPLETE LINE OF NEW SCOTCH PLAIDS. IF YOU most enjoyable surprise affairs of the
COURT
41
This fine modern hotel is now open:under a new
week, and during the festivities the
ARE INTERESTED IN THE NEWEST FABRICS VISIT THIS
assemblage partook of an elegant
management, for guests at. the
SECTION
Dutch luncheon.
Transferred Liquor
Voight
Emery
•
Those there were Messrs and MesFAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
License to Dye & Stewart—Lidames Day d Glass, John Leonard,
•
cened to Wed.
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates
George Bondurant, John Jones, E. T.
THE FIRST SHIPMENTS OF SUITS AND SKIRTS HAVE AR- Ml•Kinney, R. L. Fulmer and John
RIVED. WE ARE CONSTANTLY ADDING TO OUR ASSORT- Schroeder, and Mt. George Rapp.
CO.,
County ccurt will be conversed to++4.
MENT, MAKING IT ESPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE
the county court
morning
at
morrow
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
Joint Social Session.
T. LightOf much enjoyment and pleasure }souse by Judge Richard
session only one
was the joint social session hetd foot. It remains in
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
time
the judge prowhich
day
during
Tuesday evening between the 'Hearts
settlements with
makes
bates
wills,
Ease lodge No. 33, Ladies Society of
others
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire- guardians, adminietrators and
other
men, and Plain City lodge No. 238, and disposes of new road and
able
to be
judge
was
The
questions.
B. L. of F. It was he)d in their asTHE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
sembly hall above the Rogers groc- at his office yesterday for the first
1 ery, at Twelfth and Broadway, and time in several days, illnens having
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS0 4,
MADE OF EXTRA QUALITY OF SATINE AND NEAR SILK, FULL social intercourse teeming with hear- compelled him to remain confined at
URE AND THEN RETAINS XIS WHITENESS; does not behis home on We.st Jefferson' street.
WIDTH, WITH PEEP FLARE FLOUNCES, IN BLACK ONLY.
ty pleasure prevailed.
come dark and discolored.
Light refreshments were partaken
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : :
State Saloon License.
of during the gathering.
Emery
license
of
saloon
state
The
+++
A. Voight was yesterday transferred
Tennssee Mouse Party.
by the county clerk to Dye & Stewcity,
is
Mr. George Barkley, of this
art, who bought Voight out.
at the house party being given by
SOLE AGENT, !fag TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
WE OFFER A LOT OF GENTS' WHITE NEGLIGEE SHIRTS, ONE
Mrs. H. S. T. Taylor at her handLicensed to Wed.
OF THE STYLES WE HAVE BEEN SELLING AT It, FOR
69e- some country home, Oak Itswn, near Two marriage licenses were issued
Springfield, Tenn. The °airs there
yesterday by the county clerk to matare Miss Mary Dean and Mrs. Charrimonially inclined people.'One was
les Dean, of Birmingham, Ala.; Miss
to bee Easley, aged 24, and Mamie
Hazel Dean, of Springfield; Miss
Mabey, aged 21, of the county. They
(Incorporated.)
Annie Laura Shelton, of Adairville,
are colored.
General Cartage Business,
Ky., and Mrs. James Jones, Sr., and
The other was to William Smith,
Miss Zana Adams of Barren Plains,
aged 36, and the contractor of this Superior Facilities for
Tenn,
Office
city, and Nellie Moody, of the coun.
4 44,
ty. She is 24 years of age and this Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd and Monroe
Last Of Season.
is her 'first venture, while for the And Household Ooods.
The last out-of-dood dance for the
Both 'Phones it log
groom it is his second marriage.
•,season was given Friday evening at
Wallace park pavilion by the young
An elevator containing 845,000 bush
society men of the city, and the ateli of grain, was burned in Chicago
Predomilarge.
tendance
was
quite
AGENTS FOR BUTTERICK PATTER.NS
Saturday. Loss, $7.25,000. Elevator
nating among those parfiicipating
was regarded almost fire proof.
were the young ladies and gentlemen who will this week and next hie
Two freight trains collided near
themselves to d'fferent cities to re-,
evenTabor
!
Junction, Pa., Saturday. Two
The
rume their college studies.
trainmen were killed and four injured.
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilermg was most delightfully spent.
+1-4,
TAKE YOUR SCHOOL BOOK LISTS TO
'Beyond The Briny Deep.
Dr. Marmadiike Dillon and wife are
l in Europe upon their several months
Office Phone 369.
▪
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Residence Phone 726
I tour, but expect to leave in the next
ITork, enroute
ew Orleans. Phone 096, 400 1-3 Broadway,
in
horn ew
back‘*
to/their
4"
twr' for
They have been i that foreign land
PADUCAH, KY.
AND HAVE THEM FILLED EARLY. WE HAVE WHAT YOU !since last June and fter visiting relaHot Air Baths given when intives of Ws. Dillon hi the tittobZy
r
...„4
.
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41EAUSELattolt
ityjitT YOU WANT.
dicparY
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olessusts.
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the Week in Social Circles.

clika

t

0(1

ED. HANNAN, Plumber.

P. H. P. COMPANY

ii

Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?

John ). 13leich jeweler.

1

J E. COULSON,

I
i

I RIP LIMNS'I I

1

1

4

Steam and Hot Water Heating.

I

OGILVIE'

Newest, Woolen Fabrics to Arrive for
Early Fall Wear.

Phone 133.

523 Broadway.

THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO

PROBATE WILLS

I

•

New Century Hotel

New Fall Styles in Suits and Skirts.

NDERSKIKIJs
SORosi
u
MENNE,

Price Bros. ec

1
mire

GREEN RIVER STONE

PRICES $1.00 TO $3.00.

JOho S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works,,

Special in Gents' White Shirts.

Paducah Transfer Company

U. B. Ogilvie

P.Di Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE

•

D. E. WILSON, AT
HARBOUR'S DEPARTMENTSTORE

Dr. J. T. GILBERT

Campbell Block.

Subscribe for The Register
11%

,.

•
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MAY BUILD HOTEL LIVELY CHASE THE RIVER NEWS[ AWAIT DECISION
Y. M. C. A. WORKER

OLIVER. .& SHAMWELL MAY SHERIFF POT
TER SUSPECTED
ERECT HOSTELRY AT
NEGRO FROM HIS ACBENTON
TIONS
Hotel Craig Rapidly Evidencing After Half Mile
Chase Landed the
Popularity—Nothing Definite ReMan Who Had Stolen Cap From
garding Dawson Hotel.
Wallerstein.

#

Stages ,Yesterday.
Cairo, 15.0; falliog.
Chattanooga, 3.2; fallings
Cincinnati, 9.5; Wiling.
Evansville, 7.0; falling.
Florence, 1.7; falling.
Johnsonville, 3.5; falling.
4.0;
Mt Carmel, 3.7; falling.
Nashville, 8.6; fallling.
Pittsburg, 5.5; falling
Davis Island Dam, 2.7; standing.
St. Louis, 1o.4; standing.
Mt. Vernon, missing
Paducah, 6.6; falling.

TOMORROW
WILL
LIKELY MR. DIX IN FRO
M OHIO COUNSETTLE WHEEL PLANT
TY WHERE HE ORGAN-PROPOSITION.
IZED.
Sale of Independent Telephone Plant
The Gymnasium Classes Will
ComOccurs Tomorrow Noon at the
mence Taking Instructions Next
County Court House.
Month—Bible Class Today.

Denry's
Deadache

poWers
Give safe, puompt and pos.
relief for a nervracking,
Splitting headache.
Th

Hon, Mike Oliver, of Benton, was
Sheriff Lee Potter had quite an exhere again yesterday and stated that citing
Secretary Coons, of the Commerchase yesterday evening shortMT. P. C. Dix, of the coun
he and Judge Robert Shamwell might ly after
ty work
cial club, stated yesterday that tomor for
6 o'clock and run a negro
the Young Men's Christian aserect a two story brick hotel building named
row
the
boari
Bony Jones for half mile, but
esof directs/es of the or- sociation of this
state, is in the city
at that city upon the ground left
ganization expected to receive a re- visiting
va- finally captured his man and placed
General Secreeary Blake Godcant by total destruction of their
sponse from Messrs. Raum & Carroll frey of
sev- him in the lockup. The run started
the local branch. He came n
eral frame storehouses Thur
For the Tennessee river there de- regarding the action of the associate from Ohio
sday from in front of Harbour's departMild cie severe
county where he has been
night. The buildings were burn
heada
ed to ment store on North Third street, parted last evening the Kentucky. capitalists of the latter as to confirm- engaged in the
acute or chronic hea
work for that county,
ground, and as there is an excel
lent and ended behind Riverside ihospit. 1. She comes back again Thursday ing the ten deeds' option Raum & Car- and tonight leave
sick, nervous or neuralgia
s for other portions
opening for a first-class hotel at
roll gave the Paducahans in connec- of the state
Ben- The suspicious actions of the darky night.
aches—any and all hen
to continue the labor. He
ton they are thinking serio
tion
usly of is whet caused the sheriff to take afwith the project to locate here is one of the
The Dick Fowler returned from
are speedily relieved by
most affable and sucputting one up instead of
re-con- ter hime and the result showed he Cairo last Tritest and is now lying at the steel wheel factory. When the cessful workers
powders.
for the state organistructing their storehouses. On
this was not on a wild goose chase. The the wharf. At 8 o'clock tomorrow outsiders entered negotiations with zation and has
many
point, though, they have not
frien
ds
here
fully darky had stolen a cap from Wainer- morning she skips out on her retute the local people towards locating the who always
extend a cordial greetmade up their minds.
wheel factory here Messrs. Raum
to that city.
stein's clothing establishment.
& ing to him.
Today there comes in from Nash- Carroll gave the Paducahane, a tell
Jones went into the clothing house
Hotel Craig Popular.
with another darky, the latter intend- ville the Buttorff. She. gets away at days' option npon the proposition.
DRUG GIST
Prefecting Themselves.
The great demand for a fashionabl ing to buy
That is, they agreed not to try and
a cap. They were taken noon tomorrow for Clarksville.
e
Thos
e
takin
g
part
in
the
plays to
SIXTH AND BROAD
and up-to-date family hotel
Late totraerrow night there- comes locate their plant at any other city be presented for
in this to that department on the second
benefit of the local
city is fully attested by the
for
out
that
of
floor
lengt
the
by
Tenn
h
Erne
essee river the Clyde.
of time. The local body, will hold rehearsals each
great
st Rudolph, one of the
TELEPHONE 63.
evenpopularitY intee which Hotel
people aoepted that and Mess
Craig clerks. One darky bought,
a rap She dries not skip out for another
rs. ing . this week at the association
has sprung during the time
since it while the clerk noticed Jones slip trip to that stream until 5 o'clock on Mann 8c Carrodl returned to Chicago rooms, and have themselves in
cenopened 'nine days ago. The hoste
and informed their associates what dition by Monday
lry one under his coat. Rudolph tele- eVederesday afternoon.
night September
has not lacked for patronage in
From the Tennessee river there they had done so as to have it con- t8, for the first presentati
any phoned down stairs over the private
on. Both
manner and its success is most pleas hous
e system for those on the first yesterday passed out bound for St. firmed. Now tomorrow word is ex- performances at The Kentucky, whic
h
ing to the management whic
pected as to what the associates of has beee secured for
h could floor to catch Jones as he carne Louis, the City of Savannah.
the occasion.
not ask for more. Several night
The Henry Harley is getting in Raum & Carroll did towards concur- Prospects are for' a very entertaini
s down on the elevator. Jerks was too
ng,
since the openng, nearly every
room swift for them though, and no soon- shape tint take the Hopkins' place ring in their action, and if it was and successful play. At first it was
in the house has been filled, ad
this er had he gained the first floor than Tuesday and run between here and ratified, the Paducahans will then get intended to give the night production
is excellent considering the fact
that he dashed out of the door opening F.vansvillle. The Hopkins goes to up the subscribers fen the eyo,000 next Thursday, but th's is changed to
it is mostly the drummers and trav- on
worth of bonds to be floated at 6 the following Monday evening.
ARE THE "ORIGINAL
Broadway and rushing around the the bank.
eling public as the major porti
Yesterday afternoon the City of per cent. The promoters want the
on of corner started up Third before anyCAP
SULES."
the regular boarders are retaining
Saltillo left St. Loris. She reac
one could intercept him.
Gymnasium Department.
hes local people to take that amount of
their rooms over at the old quart
THE ONES THAT HAVE
ers
The first of next month the gymSheriff Potter was coming out of here late tonight on her way to the bonds, while Paducahans will also
on Sixth and Monroe streets.
SUC
There Harbour's at the time and thou
Tenn
take
H A REPUTe-TION I
nasi
esse
opti
um
e
ons
river
class
on
.
$25,0
es
comm
will
oo
wort
ence
h
of
oradght it
is such a demand from the public for
ditional stock if they want this much ganizing and taking their instructions DUCAH FOR CUR
funny the negro should be running
ING C
such a hotel that there is not room
that will be given by Secretary God- AND
more.
se, swiftly. Getting in his buggy Mr.
MALARIA.
enough in the budding for traveling
Secretary Coons is sanguin of the frey who is a fine and enthusiastic
Potter overtook the culprit around
patrons and regular boarders both.
secce
PRICE Soc.
ss of the project and believes thlete, and fully competent to handle
be-i
&
the
toba
cco
ware
house at
The hotel is also rapidly jumping ineverything is safe for selection of this department as well as he looks
Third and Monroe. lie asked Jones
TAKE NO OTHER
to popularity among the business
men
this city as the place for establish- after the balance. The classes will
who have not time to go to their what he was running so fast for, and
THEY ARE GUARANTE
be divided as usual, one for business
the latter responded that he just NATIONAL
BODIES
WILL ment of the institution.
homes, as every meal large numb
ers wanted to get home quick Notic
men, other for young men, and other
MEET AT BUFFALO
.
ing
of them are in the handsome
and
for boys. They will have stated
TUESDAY.
New Buggy Factory,
spacious dining hall, the leading peo- the 'coat of Jones bulging out Sherif; Potter asked him what he had unPresident John V. Hardy, of the •times for instruction.
ple of the city.
DRUG STORES
der his arm. The negro, quickly
new buggy - factory, stated yesterday
Association Anniversary.
jerked out the cap, threw it down and The Session Will Be An Impo
that
they would be ready to start
Nothing Further Developed.
rtant
& Jackson Sta. p
The celebration of the association
spurted up at a 2:10 gait around onto
One, As Consolidation Question
their plant at Ninth and Harrison
Rumors from Dawson the past few
anniversary is being prepared for by
& Clay Sta.. phone
Fourth street. Mr. %Potter started
Come
s
streets by next Monday morning.
Up.
weeks are that the Eastern capit
Secretary Godfrey, who will have
al- after him, and they had it nip
They are being held back by the line
and
ists are think ng of buying up all the
isome reputable speaker here from the
tuck
for
block
s.
The
dark
shaft
y rushed
ing which was shipped from
ground around there, enlarging
South to doliver an address at the
the into Michael's yard, the sheri
Mr. B. S. Phelps, the Paducah New Jersey several days ago, but
ff right
hotels and converting the place into
i union meeting to be held next Sunafter
hat.
Over
fence
deleg
after
ate to the national convention Stet116 to have either gotten lost in
fence
a swell resort, but nothing definite
day, which is the date for the celeFOR
has yet ihapened regarding the mat- they tumbled, and finally the darky of Brotherhood of Railway Carmen, transit or is greatly delayed. On its
ation.
got
out
on
the
stree
left
again
t
arriv
last night for Buffalo, New
at Fourth
al this week it will be installed,
te?.
and Madison with the sheriff some York, to attend the gathe
ring which the electric motors put up and busiBible Class.
distance behind. Mr. Ploder picked convenes there next
Tuesday an' re- ness started.
OIL KING SEES HAD TIM
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the regES up a brick and threw it at the flee- mains in session for
Tomorrow Mr. S. N. Costello, of ular
several Jays.
Sunday afternoon worship will
HAVE ARRIVED
ing darky, who caught it in the cen- Mr. John Watts,
who is a member St. Louis is expected to arrive, he be conducted by the Bible
Rockefeller
class un
ter
of
Declares Next Crisis
his back, and winced but did ,of the law committee of the
bein
g
the
head
paint
er for the factory der direction of the secretary.
nationel
Will Arrive in 1907-1908.
not stop a moment. The negro then body, left several
days ago for the while the foreman of the painting deleaped into the deep gully beside Ar- assembly that will
An elegant line of imported
be participated in partment is expected by the eoth
mour
Gardi
Chicago.
ner's
by
office
sever
Sept
from
and
al
and
sbitings for Fall and Win
Seymour, Ind. Head Trimmer
hundred rezresentatives
Mk. Pot9 ---"Rockefeller
predicts that the next 'hard times ter rushed around to Eaker's row on from over the entire Udlted
States. Ross Hoagland will be here soon, as
Make your selections no
cr
%ill strike this country in Third street, expecting him to come
The coming session is the most will the foreman of the. blacksmith
19oe-oR. and that where there were out that way. Jones was foxy, and important ever held by the
avoid the rush.
national shop. whsa comes from Henderson.
3.000,000 of men out of work in 1893 getting out of the ditch dashed into body, because during the delib
era- Mr. T. W Bell, the traffic manager,
thy alley behind Robertson's stable. tions there will conic up
there sill be from 7,000,000 to tomo
the ques- will get herearom Cincinnati tomoros
coo in idleness when the next
siege The sheriff spurted around that way. tion of consolidating the Brotherhood row, while Secretary W. T. Hardy
ruilied up the alley after Jones and of Railway Carmen with the Inter
of hard times is upon us."
na- comes on the 25th of this month. He
Colonel W. H. Moore. resident of finally caught him behind the hospi- tional Car Workers association, that is the pother of
President Hardy
MERCHANT TAILO
the National Good Roads aesnciatio tal.
is a different organizalon but has and is now wireding up
he
his
busin
ess
Broa
dway, Opp. Fraterni
Si6
who is stopping at the Majestic hotel
with the Queen City Implement com,l Taking the darky the officer came members of the same people.
•
is authority for the statement of
back
and
The international body admits col- pany. A number of the
found the cap he had dropMr.
workmen are
ped and seeing Veallerstein's name in ored people to affiliation, and beca
Rockefeller. "The statement
was
use alrendy
it took .Jones arenmd to that
made to me in conversation with
of
this the Railway Carmen over the
the
clotho I king some time ago," said
ing house, where he leas
Telephone Company.
identified country object to consolidating the
Colonel Moore, "and he decla
red that anellthen locked pp with the charge two associations. The delegate from
Tomorrow at noon at the county
of
the government should not wait
ehopdifting lodged against him.
here, Mr. Phelps, goes instructed to court hous
till
e Hon. E. W. Bagby will
the hour of peril arises, but shoul
Sheriff Potter lost his hat in
d
the oppose the combination of the two go through the formality of selling
legislate to peovide work for the
idle chase, but fend it on going back af- forces unless specific provision is the People'e Independent Telephon
e
and he prepared to care for
ALGERN1ON COLEMAN,
made that the colored portion of the comp
them,ter incarcerating the darky.
any's
plant, which will be
when the crisis arrives.
HEADMASTER A
international membership is excluded boug
PR
ht in by the Paducah Home Tele
TORY
"Mr. Rockefeller bases hi% state
Me. Louis Risbel yesterday recei
SCHOOL
from affiliation if the consiblidation is phone
FOR
ved
company that was organized
ment on the fact that overproduction a cablegram from
FIRST SESSION BEGINS
Kaiserslantern. made.
for that purpose. The sale is merely
in all lines will bring about
Germany, announcing the
SEPT. i5TH (DEFINITE
The
railw
ay carmen do not object a formality
the
death of
of' court procedure to
crisis, and as he has he; hand on
his father, Me. Mayer Rubel
NOUNCEMENT NEXT
the
The de- to the colored employes organizing, make legal the transfer of the
prop- other concerns here.
TERMS: SIXTY-SIX AND
financial pulse of the country all the ceased was 93 years of age
but
they
think
those of the dark hue erty from
and exMr.
Judg
e has been with the car THIRDS
one company to another.
time he it in a position tO know
should have an order by themselves
DOLLARS Ft.#R
. We pired of old age..
The Independent Telephone com- company for five years past, and be- SESS
were talking 'good roads' at the
ION. MEMBERS LI
and not be allowed to join the pany
time
ing
a
youn
want
g man possessed of a buse A FEW
ed to eel out. The Peoand it was his idea that proper
white people's association. If the ple's
VACANCIES IN C
legisbank of Wilkesbarre, Pa., held nese head, and very energetic and ES ALREAD
lation should he enacted so that
color
Y FORMED.
ed
featu
re is eliminated
Mr. $3oo.000 worth of bond
the
capab
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in
addit
ion, gradually re in
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FOR
idle men could be put to work build
THE
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PRESENT
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for
the
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ing
of
company had floated. In order to the service until he was placed COLEMA
ing roads when the time comes.
N MAY BE SE
both bodies into one.
He
among the official corps managing 3007
transfer the system the bank filed
WEST BROADWAY
declared that it seemed to be the only
a
The International Car Workers frien
dly stet in the United States the big system. This has been his SOUTH
solution of the problem..
assoceation has already voted to comFOURTH STREET
home all hes life, and his hundreds
conrt asking that the plant he
TELEPHONE 354 AND
sold.
bine with the others, and a delegaof friends hope for him in his new
Now Judge Rigby tone-vernier
goes
Subscribe for the Register.
tion from the official rostor will be
field the success his commercial
through the mode of stilling the
carplant
at Buffalo from the international to
eer here has resulted in.
which will be bought in by the
Palay the merger
plan before the ducah Hom
e Telephone company
other.
that will pay off the bonds
Leased Freight Depot.
and take
The recollection of the
Mr. L. C. Graham has cloee
charge. The home company
d a our
ha
e
alWe arc preparing to advertise in
Death of M. M. Wallace.
lease
prescriptions remains.I
ready organized for that purp
for the old freight depot at
ose.
Yesterday out in the county there
the Northwest, and if you want
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price
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Best, Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best
Kentucky Nut 12 Ceti
There's More He
at and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Co
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THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL C
O

Second and Ohio Streets.

(INCORPORATED.)

C. M. BUDD, Manager.

,5 1

Air

Coal.

MPAN

Both Telephone Numbers 2

his Store is

Rapidly Filling With New Fall Goods

ON, WOOL AND ALL MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS ARE GOING UP, UP. BUT FOR MONTHS THIS STORE HAS BEEN
WATCHING, BUYING, HUNTING AND CONTRACTING FOR BARNS AND NOW OWNS ATTRACTIVE, STYLISH 1905 FALL AND WINTER MERCHANDISE TO BE SOLD AT PRICES DOWN, DOWN.
CAN YOU AFFORD TO TURN DOWN THE BIGGEST
AND BEST VALUES FOR THE FALL OF 1905 AT THIS BIG
STORE?
THIS IS A STORE OF STORES.

Our McCall's Fashion Sheets and stylish patterns at isc will help
you plan a stylish costume for fall.

This is a ladies' ready-made garment store.
This is a millinery store.
This is a dry goods store.
This is a shoe store.
Thin is a clothing store.
This is a carpet store.
This is a book store.
You will find satisfaction in buying goods in a store like this,
here the quality is kept high and the prices are kept low. That is
hy this business grows and continues to grow.
EW ARRIVALS AND LARGE QUANTITIES OF NEW FALL
DRESS GOODS NOW ON SALE.
We open the season by offering a splendid dollar and a quarter
oadcloth in all colors at 990 a yard.
DRESS GOODS AT soc A YARD.
Never before did we offer so many kinds of attractive, pretty dress
goods around the 50c price. Now, while this stock lasts, it will pay
every customer to buy and buy freely for we can make no more purchases of any of the Same goods to sell at our present prices. We
hope that our customers win appreciate this advice and act upon it
*tbout the least hesitation - This advice applys to all dross goods in
tack now on sale at from 25C to $1.00 a yard. Come and see them.

DRESS GINGHAMS.
An extraordinary bargain in dress ginghams. It is a delayed
shipment, bought two months ago, and just received. We put them
on sale at only 5c a yard.
FLANNELETTE BARGAINS.
Think of it, hip 36-inch wide, and made to sell at ;5c, will be on
sale this week at roc a yard.
A CANTON FLANEL SALE.
The Canton Flannels at this sale are at 5c, 61
/
3c, 8/
1
2c, roc and ra1
/
2c
a yard. They are matchless bargains bought when cotton was down.
HEAVY WHITE MERCERIZED WAISTINGS.
At only isc a yard. It was alucky purchase we made. They are
36 inches wide and worth double isc a yard or they are worth nothing.
NEW FALL CLOAKS WILL BE ARRIVING SOON
An immense assortment, various lengths and handsome styles have
been bought. Prices will range from $2.5o to $50 a garment.

1

THE NEWEST IN.SKIRTS ARE HERE.
You'll wonder how we managed to get such a variety to make a
choice from. Conic and see what you think of them.
Cheviots,
Broadcloths, Panamas and Mixed Tweeds, light and dark grays, blue,
black and brown. Prices range from $2.25 to $x1.5o each.
$1 SHOE BARGAINS FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN.
Take advantage of this sale. Shoes made for school wear. Here
are the sizes; 8/
1
2, 9, 91/
3, to, ro1
/
2, 11, 11/
3
/
3, 1, 1 1/
1 3, 12, 12%, 13, 131
and 2, for only $t a jair.
RIBBED HOSE AT :oc A PAIR.
The heaviest ribbed hose made at roc a pair. All sizes for girls
and boys up to 16 years old. They are unusually heavy for only roc.
BOYS' SCHOOL SUITS
Our very low prices can't be duplicated in any other establishment.
A SALE OF BOY'S KNEE PANTS.
The values are surprising. It's a dollar's worth for 50c. Bring us
Your knee pant wants and we will make you happy.
A BIG SALE OF MEN'S NEGLIGEE SHIRTS AT 25c EACH.
Amazingly big values in men's winter weight undershirts and
drawers at aoc and 5oc a garment.

ARBOUR'S DEPARTMENT STORE

NORTH THIRD STREET
Half Square From Broadway

individually, as well as Mr. Smith, in any sale which these plaintiffs might
next year when the job is turned over
a false attitude.
make to Dr. Peyton and others, as it
to the reload company.
In the first place, I did not repre- was a matter that Mr. Smith had no
sent Mr. Smith, and never have rep- right to pass upon The `plaintiffs
(Clinton Gazette, 8th.)
resented him in these suits Irk the were free to sell, or to let it alone.
Sam
McElya and Miss Della Ross, St. Louis and Tennessee River PackSMITH DID NOT SEEK next place, the
The order which was drawn up, MAYFIELD LOSES ANOTHER of Wickliffe, were married in Cairo et company—the cheapest and best
agreement was not
ISMISSAL
SUIT
OF
RESPECTED CITIZEN BY
excuraron out of Paducah.
reached yesterday afternoon, Cr any and the cevly thing that Mr. Smith
Wednesday.
AGAINST HIM.
DEATH
other time, between me, as the repre- or hia attorneys ever signed or agreed
Mrs. Reuben Carrico of Carlisle
sentative of Mr. Smith, on the one to, was an order which is to be filed
county, died last week at the home
side and plaintiff attorneys or any- in the court when the purchase price
of her brother on WoW Island, at the
papers Imposed On by Attorney body on the other side. In the next of the mine is paid by Peyton and Gadflies Make Driving in Hickmin age of 32.
or Ptaintiff—A Card From
place, Mr. Smith did pot pay $8,npo others to the owners sat the mine, Mr.
County No Longer a Pleasure
J. A. Barclay, who lives in the
L. W. Cruce.
or any other amount to compromise Smith being one of the owners of the
—.Section Notes.
Webb Chapel neighborhood in this
these cases, and the plaintiffs do not stock, and receiving a part of the
comity, lost his home by fire Tuesday
recover their costs; but the cases are purchase price. The order is as folafternoon. The house and all its contents
burned, as none of the family
•
yesterday's issue of The Regis- to be dismiased as will be seen by the lows:
(Wfickliffe Yeoman, 8th.)
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
was at home to make an effort to and rest; good
ppeared an item in relation to copy of the agreement herein stated, "Theac faregoing consoididated acservice, good table,
Mrs. Pleas Rye, who had been sick
,save anything.
instituted against E. W. which wil) require the plaintiffs to tions are dismissed by plaintiffs, de- for the past
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
six months with dropsey,! Afoot° Lane,
pay
their
on
fendant
suit
citizen
agreeing
bring
a
known
to
well
no
own costs, and also the
h in regard to some mining
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m..
died at her home three miles east of of
Wingo, died Wednesday at the age
acount of subject matter of this litiies bring compromised and cost of the defendant, Mr. Smith.
For other information apply to Jas.
Blandville last Sunday afternoon.
of about so years. He had been afflictThe facts are these: Mr. Smith was gation, or anything ari•ing thered by Mr. L. W. Cruce, the
General Manager Delaao and Chief ed with rheu:nat.sm a long time. Mrs. Roger, superintendent; Frank L.
Stating that Mr. Cruce., repre- sued by the parties named above, from."
Engineer Tucker are authority for I Joe H. Bolin, of Clinton, sister of Brown, agent.
This was signed by Messrs. Brad- the
Mr. Smith. The information charging him with having fraudulentstatement that Garner Bros. of Mrs. Lane, was notified of Mr. Lane's
from aome of the attorneys who ly marepresented certain mining shaw & Bradshaw, and Wheeler. Paducah, Capt G. W.
Pearson of death and went to Wingo to attend
representing
the
Hughes
& Berry,
ht the suit against Mr. Smith property, and thereby_obtaining conKnoxville, Tenn., and E. M. Wheeler, the funeral.
upon the idea of the inforniation sidetable sums of mois•ey,from them, plaintiffs, and by Messrs. Flourncsy & contractors, arts here
now and that
Gadflies were seldom ever worse in
• reliable, the item was published, whiah they sued to recover in these Reed and Hendrick & Miller, repre- several others have
already gone this country than they are rifirlit now.
Highest prict paid for second-hand
it now develops that the truth actions. and in which suits they al- senting Mr. Smith.
over the right-of-way between here They annoy a horse so much that
Now I am friendly to both sides and
not given out, and that the plain- laged that the mining property was
the Ballard county line with s driving is no longer a pleasure, and
attorneys imposed on the news- worthless. My deposition was first in these matters, and as a friend, and view of bidding
on the construction cattle on pasture are getting thinner
rs, for it has since been learned taken by the plaintiffs, and afterwards because of my own interest, I pro- work of the new Cairo & Tennessee instead of fattening,
the flies 'keep
Mr. Cruce was not acting for by the defendant, and it stated the cured thfs settlement; and I desire to River railroad, and that just as soon them in so much torment.
Relief
say
almost
emphatically that not one as satisfactory
Smith, but for parties who dc- property to be of considerable value.
estimates have been from the pests can hardly be expectcent
purchase
the
this
a
price
of
,
Buy anything and sell everything.
to purchase the property which
During the summer, while the suits
furnished, grading and bridge work ed before frost.
218-220
plaintiffs alleged was worthless, were pending, I received an offer property was, directly or indirectly, will commence on the road.
Court street. Old phone 1301.
Earl Bussey has sold his 6o acre
that the item was a gross in- from some gentlemen,. Dr. Peyton or in any way, paid by Mr. Smith,
three-f
farm
ourths
of
mile
a
southTuesday afternoon, just a short
to Mr. Smith as the foillow- and others, of Jeffersonville and New tar any one for him, but on the contime after dinner, a crazy drunk ne- west of Mimeo, to John Dunnavent
d from Mr. Crime evidefices. Albany, Ind., to purchase the mine. trary, every cent was paid and to be
gro walked out of the negro boarding for $3500, and has bought a wellamI awned an imerest, or rather owned paid by the purchasers of the mine house at the foot of Fourth street proved farm of 136 acres in Livingston county for $3.800, to which he
considerable amount of stock of the to the owners of the mine.
Card From Mr. Cruce.
Moving wagon in connection.
The fact 's further that the pur- on corner Broadway, took aim with will move next week. Mrs. Bussey's
company
that owned the mine. My
teas, An article appeared in
Winchester
a
down
rifle
cracked
and
chasers' of the mine had experts work
father, Mr. T. A. McMurray. is liv•
News-Democrat of September 8, property was thus tied up and was ing there for some months,
and, dis- at another negro in front ii( the ne- ing in Liv ngston county, within half his children, Mr i; 0 Duncan, Dr,
unproductive,
and it was a very mato ia certain extent was react.gro
restaurant
on
Broadway,
fully
a
D. C. and Will J. %%rather, have died
covering the nrine to be of great valia the Paducah Daily 'Register terial interest to me to ATI the prop- ue instead of worthless.,
hundred yards away, and at the crack a mile of the place bought by Mr. during the past
they
few years. Two brothwere
Bussey
the
and
two
families
will
erty
be
of
these troubks. The parties
• ember oth, regarding the suits
very desiraus to purchase. and did of the rifle, down came Mr. Nigger, close together, which was one of the ers, however, survive Mtn, Mr. Steve
saa L. Friedman, D. C. Murrell, would not buy unless the suits could perchase same
not dead exactly, but with a hole
Wrather, of Callou ay county, and
in good faith, paying
reasons for buying there.
• Lack, Louis Rieke, C. P. Rieke. bt settled, as a large part ci the their money
through him, one lung punctured, and
therefor;
and
Mr.
Smith
John
Lamkin,
citizen
a
pioneer
of Mr. John %Trager, of Oaktan, Ky. He
• flatter, W. F. Bradshaw, G. money they were offering to pay did
considerably disfigured. The, negro
was burn 72 years ago on June 3rd.
agree
not
to
pay
one
this
cent
by
way
county,
who
many
lived
yeskrs
for
was
to
go
to the plaintiffs named
who did the shooting lit out in a hur- on
and Mrs. Jo F. Post
in
Callaway county, where he residof
costs,
or
anything
a
else,
in
farm
near
way
at
Webb's
chapel,
dieal
b. W. Smith, stating that the above. •
settlement of these suits. These facts ry, but our fleet-footed marshal, S. at the home of his son. Herman Lam- ed and was a prominent business man
I was informed by Mr. Smith's at- are
cases had been compromised and
km
stated in simple justice to Mr.
kin, in Arlington, Saturday. Mr. Lam- of Kirksey tratil about 15 years ago,
him end
plaintiffs had been paid $8.000 and torney• that he did it care to corn- Smith and
back.
fri
lyk
in
was about 82 years old, and was alien he moved to afayfield.
myself, and in a
That there remains yet an erica.- a •
the costs of the action., and that promise the cases. The plaintiffs spirit towards all
tn e l ather of twelve children, ten of
parties
to
suits,
the
mous amount of work to be done on wItom
agreement was reached yesterday could not very well afford to sell who, I am
(Wingo Outlook, 8th.)
are lying, one of his daughters,
sure, had no part in misthe big hig south of this city on the Mrs. Robert F. Jackson,
noon, September 8, between my- their interests to these people who representing the
Mrs. Flora Charlton, of Paducah,
dying
on
the
facts
to
the
public.
new I. 'C. railroad, everyone knows, 28th of August.
L. W. Cruae, representing Mr. were proposing to buy, for obvious
Mrs. Lamkin also arrived Wednesday evening to visit
Respectfully,
L. W. CRUCE.
but that the work is hardly half survives her husband.
V. Smith, and M-essrs. Bradshaw reasons, while the auits were pending.
her parents.
I was very desirous to accomplish
completed perhaps sounds fishy, esBracashaw and Wheeler, Hughes
While out driv ng Sunday afternoon
•
pecially &nee it is known that the
Berry, representing the plaintiffs, the nale of the property, and after
Miss Lula Baker and Horace Robert(Mayfield Messenger, 8th.)
working for some weeks, I reached
time in which it was to be completed
Mts. Richard Moore seas called to son, two of our popular young people
has passed, and the contractor, W. Kuttawa this morning in response to narrowly escarnal
hereas, That article is incorrect, an agreement with Mr. Smith and his
serious in4ury. Their
J. Oliver, of Knoxville, Tenn., per- a telegram announcing the illness of horse became frightened,
• in .view of the history of these attorneys that they would bring no
ran away
create an estate in an hour that would
haps the largest railroad contractor her daughter, Mrs. Evie
, and the circumstances connect- suit against these plaintiffs for damand turned the buggy over throwing
witil.them, it floes Mr. Smith great ages if the cases were' dismissed. 'require a long life to earn otherwise, in the United States, is paying a
A telegram has just been received both of them out. No serious injury
bonus of many dollars every day un- that the Prison Board at Frankfort befell e`the; beyond a few slight
leaving the impreasion that Several different forms of orders
•
by
protecting
his life in the North- til the road is completed, nevertheless has
a. W. Smith had paid that were drawn up and submitted to Mr.
paroled Bpb Bullock who was bruises.
t and the costs of the actions, Smith's attorneys, who declined to western Mutual Life, the best corn- it will be many months before it will sent to the penitentiary from here for
he used. The cut is about ninety- killing Joe Butrum east of the city.
let, to cempromise the cases. agree to any of them, because they
(Patton Leader, 8th.)
five feet, and wh.le the top is rapidly lie was sentenced for 13 years and
• *re, I desire to correct the said they were unwilling to put Mr. pany in America.
At an early hour this morning,
taken away by the monster steam had served five years of his time July Mass
espe(aially as it ruts me, Smith in the attitude of agreeing to
Birdie Morris, aged 19 years,
shovels, the bottom is clay and very ath. of this year.
died at the home of her brother irk
hard to handle. The Illinois Central
Mayfield lost one of her moss valu- East Fulton, of typhoid fever.
TAKE YOUR SCHOOL'BOOK LISTS TO
General Manager.
Co. spent many hundreds of dollars ed citizens this morning in the death
The large tobacco barn of Wes
boring before letting the contract, of Mr. Jesse R. Wrather, at his Browder's
was destroyed by fire
and knew of course exactly the ma- home on College street. lie had been about i o'clock
-this afternoon. The
terial that would be encountered in in failing health for some time of barn was full of tobacco,
which is a
making the' cut, and Mr. Oliver, no general debility, superinduced by old total loss. Mr.
Browder. is a promidoubt, would have been maaly thou- age, but was able to walk about. The nent farmer living a frvt m•les west of
DENTIST.
sands ahead had he known what the deceased is survived by a wife and Fulton.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
D HAVE THEM FILLED EARLY. WE HAVE WHAT YOU
company knew. it win evidently be two children, Mr. Albert and Miss
Co., 306 Broadway.
away up into the summer months Sallie Wrather, of this city. Three of
NEED AND KNOW WHAT YOU WANT.
roc a Week for The Register.
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$8.00 for the Round
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and return.
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TW[NTY-FOUR VACANT POSITIONS IN MU CITY OF PADUCAH
Were
fined
by
Central
Business
College
during
the
past
four -- weeks, from
pupils
its
and - graduates. in
Shorthand
and
Bookkeeping;
nevertheless the
demand
/or
coot
Stenographers
and
Bookkeepers
exceeds their supply. Its Graduates have been steadily celled for
each
month
billed
by merchants
of
Paducah
and elsewhere who are aware that
GRADUATES
DELIVER
THE
GOODS." "CENTRAL" is not afflicted with "Textbookitis." Its bookkeepers are in
"CENTRAL
charge of the books
of
such
Paducah
large
Scott- Hardware Company, Paducah Saddlery Company, Pittsburg Coal Company, and
The
as
hotwes
numerous others. Its Stenographers, with
firma
such
as
Loeb,
Bloom
&
A. B. smith Lumber Co., Armour Packing Co., I. C. Rs,., etc., etc. "Central" offers the best life insurance for a son or daughter; for
once completed, who can rob them of their ability to earn a livelihood? acenaraos
is the best institution. You know it! If you do not, we hold evidences; and letters, from pupib filling responsible positions here in Paducah
and other cities—such as will convince you or anyone ease. you
know bow rapidly Paducah is growing! Don't wait till it's doubled and trebled and then say "IF I HAD ONLY KNOWN." You now know it! You may "take the guarantee" and afterwards apply
to us to get you a position, as others
have done; but you will not need to say "In I HAD ONLY KNOWN." You now know it!—That Paducah's Central Business College is the best—the cheapest in the end. If not, you
at least know where to get the information. Write for catalogue. Send for one or call and get it. Go and see our graduates. Let them do the talking, if you prefer.
Arra....aasrdAseratamal,
-

CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE IS NOT A BRANCH OF ANY OTHER COLLEGE-306 BROADWAY. LESS THAN THREE YEARS IN THE FIELO—STEADILy winnis
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for the Season's Stove
and Range Business
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As many of you will remember, we enjoyed the most
remarkable Stove and Range selling last season ever
heard of in Paducah. It seemed as though we sold
either a Range, Heater or Cook Stove to everybody
that possibly could use one. And, as the stoves we
sold were BUCK'S, the greatest line in the world---and
as we have heard nothing but the most enthusiastic reports from all users---why should we not feel encouraged, ROLL UP OUR SLEEVES and go in to sell even
more of them this year? Here is where we possibly
have the advantage: We are sole agents for the most
honestly built and most meritorious line of Stoves and
Ranges that has so far been produced. That is an admitted fact. Nobody questions a Range, a Heater, or
a Cook Stove, if it bears a Buck's trade mark. Buck's
have been built for close on to sixty years now; 59 1-2
to be exact; and, if they were not all and everything
that's claimed for 'em the company would not now be
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Whenever you see the trade mark we show you here
or a stove; any kind of a stove: whether for your kitchen, your sitting room, your parlor or your bed room;
whether it be on a Steel or Cast range, a hard or soft
coal heater; a Cook Stove of any kind, no matter what
the stove may be: always remember and never forget
this:
If it has a BUCK TRADE MARK
on it you are buying absolutely the
best and most honestly built article
of its kind it is possible to produce
---AT MOST ANY PRICE.
You have "stove insuranee" when you buy a Buck's, and we back this
statement up just as quickly as the Buck's foundry does. Now the stove
season is on, and we would like those of you who are in need of any kind
of cooking or heating apparatus to come right in and look at this wonderful line. We know that after the many exclusive features have been explained to you that you will be just as enthusiastic as we are.

About Terms on a Buck's
You know the reputation of this store. You pay just us you can afford
here, and no more. That is a matter of secondary importance. What we
would like is to have you see this great line of Stoves and Ranges. The
complete show is on sample now, and you will be pleased when you see it.
Come in soon as you can and give this beautiful line a look.
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feller predicted some time ago that combines this incentive has been rethe next "hard times crisis" will oc- moved, but there are still great opportunities for young men to enter
cur in this country in 19.37-o8, and these fields,
even though the business
that from 7,000,000 to fo,000,000 men be operated by trusts.
PUBLISHED BY THE
"Men_ of,_ brains, energy, and the PIATT AND LAND BOTH ARE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER 00. will be idle. This is over ;twice the
(Incorporated)
number of idle men in America in proper training are in great demand
MAKING GOOD WITH
in these powerful organizations, and
TOLEDO.
Bit Register Building, 523 Broadway. 1893.
the man who shows himself to have
Mr. Rockefeller with his vast in- mastered the details of the business
plass E. WtLHELM, President terests throughout the world is in the in
which
gfaogred w ilI ifinn dw hthcaht
L. A. L. Club Goes to Mound City
1OHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
there is a place
him,
position
best
living
any
of
to
man
Today—LaCenter Club and
ROBERT S. WILHELkL Secretary.
his ability is needed and will be recforesee conditions in the world of
1905's Play Here.
•
ognized.
manufacturing
commerce
indusand
postoffice
of PadaEntered at the
"The formation of these great comtah, Ky, as aecond-clasa mail matter. tries, and, therefore, the country may binations has made rhe demand for
The telegraphic dispatches show
well give serious consideration. to his young men of the right kind greater
that
Piatt and Land are both making
than
ever.
before."
Subscribers.
Terms to
predictions. Present conditions are
good with the Toledo, Ohio, team,
115.00
One Year
such that thoughtful men have been
and are showing ttp in the highest
Repudiating McKinley.
2.3o
Six Months
somewhat
(Outlook.)
class by their excellent work on the
concerned as to the future,
1.25
Three Months
President McKinley, before his diamond. Piatt is being pitched as
to for the country has been keeping up
One Week
too swift a pace for it to last, and death, was planning to lead his par- often as possible and has lost only a
Anyone failing to receive this paper when, the crashes begin to come the ty and the country into the pathway game or two, while Land has caught
of reciprocity. In h:s last public four winning games the past week.
regularly should report the matter to
effect will be fas-reaching. Whether speech, at Buffalo, he said: "Reci- They are a pair hard to beat
as batThe Register office at once. TeleMr. Rockefeller's predictions come procity is the natural outgrowth of tery.
phone Cumberland 318.
developtrue or not, yet it behocivei .eisery our wonderful industrial
ment under the domestic policy now
THE RESULTS FROM EARLY BUYING IS VERY
Go to Mound City.
man to be sober, indtistrious and firmly established.
MUCH IN /MI.',
What we produce
This
morning
DENCE.
THE DIFFERENCE IN PRICE AND SELECTION
the L. A•. L's, the
frugal at this time, so that when beyond our domestic consumption
CAN
fast local amateurs, go to Mound BE SEEN AT THE FIRST
GLANCE—THE GOODS ARE CHEAP- Ili The City,
"hard times comes a knocking at the must have a vent abroad.
Ill.,
to
play the club of that ER, THE ASSORTMEN
T IS GREATER AND QUALITY IS BETdoor" he will be prepared for the period of exclusiveness is past. The place, and Word from the town
beexpansion of our trade and comlow is that a large crowd will be out TER. OUR BUYER HAS RETURNED FROM THE EAST AND
evil day and to weather the storm.
merce is the pressing problem. ComBRINGS MANY GOOD THINGS TO OFFER HIS PATRONS.
Sundy Morning, Sept. to, 1925.
mercial wars are unprofitable. A pol- to see the game, as these boys put up
Aaron Kohn, the patron saint of icy of good will and friendly trade the fastest ball possible for teams not
in the leagues. Eckstone, formerly
the criminal and depraved classes of relations will prevent reprisals. Reci- with'
Cairo, is pitching for Mound
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
procity treaties are in harmony with
has returned to that city the spirit of the
City,
while
the catching is being done
times; measures of
A BIG LOT OF ASSORTED STYLES IN LADIES' SWISS
The Register is authorized to an- from Europe and about the first retaliation are not." The Dingley by Steve Sescher, formerly with the
EMnounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a thing he did after arriving home was law contemplated the making by the I.. A. L.'s.
BROIDERED HANDKERCHIEFS THAT WILL BE SOLD
AT
icsc
;
"Dutch"
McCrackDicke wilt pitch for the
candidate for Coroner of
to get himself interviewed and to president and senate of treaties of reEACH—THESE ARE SAMPLES AND WE KNOW IT TO BE
THE
en county, subject to any action of
ciprocity which should have for their Paducah boys and receive support as
Make known his objections to Judge
the Democratic County Committee.
Block, catcher; BEST BARGAIN EVER OFFERED IN LADIES' HANDKERCHIEFS
object the encouragement of Ameri- follow,: George
Joseph T. O'Neal, the fusion candi- can export trade. Some of the rates Sands, first base; Dargal, second base
—FIFTY DOZEN IN THE LOT.
Election November, nos,
date for mayor of that city.
in the Dingley act appear to hive Davis, third base; H.ugg, short stop;
A FINE LOT OF SECONDS IN LADIES' EMBROIDERED
SWISS
been made higher than otherwise Varian:), left field; Decker, center
The
HANDKERCH
very
IEFS THAT WERE WORTH A GREAT DEAL MORE
fact
that
Aaron
Kohn
is would have
Mr. Watterson's "Come Back."
field;
Will
Block, right field; Gourbeen the case in order to
AT 2 FOR 25C. THESE ARE SEtONDS OF 25c VALUES.
The Omaha World-Herald under- against O'Neal should be enough to give room for reductions in this man- ieux utility.
cause
every
decent
Each
ner.
Although several reciprocity
club has taken one game
citizen of the metakes to take the editor of the Courtreaties have Leen negotiated by the from the other and the struggle for
ier-Journal to task for some of his tropolis to not only vote for O'Neal,
executive department, the most im- the "rubber" will be something tierce.
recent utterances on the future of the toit to pull off their coats and get out portant ones, notably
that with
WE ARE SHOWING A FEW NEW THINGS IN FOOL
democratic party, and Mr. Watter- and work for his election. Kohn's France, have failed to receive the
Ball Here Today.
DRESS
GOODS FOR EARLY BUYERS,—THE THINGS THAT
son rises equal to the occasion and opposition to Judge O'Neal means ratification of the senate. In addition
This afternoonat the league basePROMIS
TO BE THE BEST FOR THE COMING SEASON ARE
conies back at the Nebraska eon- that if O'Neal is elected that the the American policy of high protec- ball park there will be pulled off a
PANAMAS,
.
tion has tended to cultivate the spir- game between
the 1905 team of this
PRUNECLAS AND HENRIETTAS. WE HAVE A FINE LINE
temporark with a few hard and solid thieves, thugs and grafters will be it of • reprisal
OF
abroad.
Germany, city and the club from
LaCenter. THE NEWEST SHADES AND COLORINGS. COME IN AND
facts. We were somewhat surprised driven out of Louisville and the which after Great Britain ethe best
LOOK
Both are arpeteur clubs made up of
THROUGH THESE NEW THINGS.
at the old gentlemaWs amiability in enormous profits that have been go- customer of the United States, has the very best
talent and a hot conthe article to which the World-Her- ir.g to Aaron Kohn for defending enacted a new tariff law, to go Mc> test will be out on the diamond.
effect in March next, which will
•
ald alludes, and that paper's criticis- them, will be considerably curtailed. greatlysincreas
e the rates on agriculDiamonds in Kentucky.
ims seem to have been ill-timed when We know of no bettet issue for the tural products and live stock importDavid Draper, a mining expert of
considered from its side of the fence, good citizens of Louisville to make ed into that country from the Unitthe South Arfican diamond fields,
ed
States.
With
in
crops
good
sight,
resulted
in being handed a few than the issue as to whether Aaron
*or it
the West is alarmed at the prospects has been examining the surface indiKohn or the people shall govern that
facts that cannot be refuted.
of a restricted foreign market, claim- cations in Elliott county, Ky., be'After touching off a few fireworks, City.
ed to be due to the high rates of the tween Ison and Creeche's creek.
Mir. Draper in his final report sad
Dingley law and to the failure of the
the old war horse says:
According to the reports 8,000 peo- senate to make provision through that if the prospects appeared on the
"Truly, one might ask 'what good
surface in South Africa as they do in
fight' have you fought, and what pie turned out Friday night at Louis- reciprocity for the reduction of those Elliott county,
Ky., that hundreds of
TAKE YOUR SCHOOL BOOK LISTS TO
rates
in
certain
cases.
'faith' have you kept? • You have ville to attend the opening of the
thousands of dollars would have been
wiped democracy pretty much off the campaignkof the fusion ticket in that
invested before this. in prospecting.
House Turned Into Violins.
face of the earth. You have reduced city. The theatre
His report shows that garnets, ilmenengaged for the
(Philaklelphia
Record.)
the party fortunes so low that, under
meeting could not near hold the IThe old wood in the Lippincott ite, oliveine and mica exist in the deyout plan and scheme, nothing short
mansion has been secured by musical posits. The thick growth of vegetaof some dire national calamity and crowd and an overflow meeting was instrument makers,
who claim that tion would preclude the possibility
convulsion can give it a smelt of vic- held that packed the streets at Fourth they
have found a treasure in that of finding gems unless they were systory. You tried 'free silver' and and Walnut streets. There is cer- the wood is not only seasoned, but is tematically looked for.
AND HAVE THEM FILLED EARLY.
WE HAVE WHAT YOU
abandoned it. You tfjed 'anti-expan- tainly something doing
He says the total cost thoroughly
NEED AND KNOW WHAT YOU WANT
in that city of a kind that it is almost impossible
to prospect the Kentucky property
sion' and abandoned it. You aband- when
ft,000 people turn out to a 1:;(*- to get nowadays.
would aggregate ftoo.000. Isis report
oned 'a tariff. Lor revenue only' and
makers
of
foremost
One
the
violin
made a fusion with the mine-owning litical meeting.
of this sountry made the Ihscovery states that it would only require the
protectionist republicans, which cost
that the joists in the yellow mansion findings of five carats of stones per
A Governor on Graft.
you the loss of all the states of the
were of a quality of spruce wood, load in Kentucky to make the mine
"The country seems to be steeped now extintt, that is of rare quality a paying one.
North, the East and the West. What
The pipes he examined, he asserts;
fresh folly are you contemplating in a veritable Saturnalia of crime and for the rim and back of violins. He
volcanic
that you warn off reasonable and in- corruption," says Gov. John A. John- got a monoply on the old wood, and are true Kimberlite, and
telligent democrat; from so much as son, of lAnnesola, in the September while the wreckers were tearing origin, and should produce just as
the discussion of the condition and issued of Men and Women. "The down the house he employed detect- rare gems as have ever been found
Ask Your Grocer For It.
present agitation, and the resulting ives to watch his prize. Other violin in the transvall. It would require
welfare of the party?
Take No Tubstitutc for "Just as Good."
"We do not mean to be unamiable, investigation will, however, inevitab- makers soon learned of the fine two years work to thoroughly exploit
or to ask awkward 'questions, or to ly lead to the purification of the quality of the wood and they endeav- the property for precious stones.
The promoters of the enterprise
make any angry retort; but, On the moral atmosphere.
ored to get some of it,nly to learn
"What this country needs, is young that their alert competitor had pur- have 22.00 acres of land bought up
contrary, to talk plainly out in meetsurrounding the ground which will be
ing. seeking to maintain our own in- men of ability who are thoroughly chased it all.
The violin makers say that the opened.
tegrity, along with our view of the honest. We need men who carry
situation, ind ultimately to arrive at their integrity with them in the con- joists are unusually thick, and that
duct of their business; men who be- the spruce is of the finest quality
Emigration From Ireland.
truth.
PREPARATIONS
FOR MRS. BETSY MILLER EXPIRES
MADE
lieve
that honesty and integrity are that has been found in this country
(Boston Globe.)
"The
Courier-Journal
has
no the
NEXT
GRAND
LODGE
AT THE RIVERast
requisites
to
success, and They claim that nothing to equal it
thought oof challenging the right of
StrenuOns efforts are being made to
MONTH.
SIDE.
who
will
insist
upon
honesty
in
found
in
the
been
making
has
violin
for
anybody to prefer stuffed clubs as
men selected to represent them in the America and that with proper skill check emigration from Ireland, where
party-weapons and to chase rainbows
the drain on the country's population
as political objects. Its only purpose conduct of the affairs of the nation, some high-priced instruments wilt be is of the most alarming nature. The
state and community.
Ingleside and Mangum Lodges of Was Member of Tribe of Nomads.
made of it.
in to reach some common and high
registrar general of Ireland has pre"Whichever way we turn, we read
This City Have Already SeCamping Out About Gip Husground of organization and agreesented the statistics for 1904, which
of graft and crookedness in all Others Were Similarly Astonished.
lected Their Delegates.
bands' Farm.
show a decrease of 3,244 emigrants
branches of business and political
(Clinton Gazette.)
in
comparison with 1503. At the
The trouble with the present lead- life. The prevalence of these business
Mr. Delano, "general manager of same time the figures are ominous,
ers of the democratic party is that methods shows the necessities qf re- the Cairo, Wickliffe, Mayfield and
Mangum and Ingleside lodge of
Yesterday even ng at 6 o'cloak Mrs
for last year 37,415 emigrants, or 8.5
they have not the nerve and manhood form in the business morals of the Norfolk railroad," has unfolded to a per thousand of the estimated popu- Odd Fellows have selected their Betsy Miller expired at Riversid
to represent the respective hospital after a chronic illness withr
to face conditions as they really are, country, and this can be effecteØ no reporter of the Cairo Bulletin the lation, left Irish ports, and nearly 84
more readily and promptly thai by plans for a ten million dollar 'bridge
per cent of these were between the bodies at the grand lodge assembly bowel trouble. She had been at the
but persist in trying to make the the infusion, into the
business world, at Cairo as part of the new road. This
which meets October to, at Shelby- institution only three days and was ins
horse drink at a trough containing of young blood uncontaminated by bridge, according to the Bulletin's .in- ages of 15 and 35 years, with more
than
to
per
between
cent
20 and 25. ville, Ky., and remains in session for a practically hopeless condition when.
unpalatabk water. The politicians the corruption which has existed for formation is to cross the Mississippi These figures indicate that it is the several days.
taken there.
river twice, starting on the Illinois flower of Irish manhood and womanseem to think that the voters haven't years past.
The delegates of Mangum lodge
The deceased belonged to a band'
"Let the young man of tciday enter side of river, the span will be made
hood that Ireland is losing in. her are Messrs 0. T. Anderson, William of Gypsies that arrived here some
as much sense as themselves. Not whatever
field of industry which he to Bird's point in Missouri and thence emigration.
It is significant also that Morgan, Charles Kelly, George Um- days ago and is camped out about the
only are the voters as smart as the may choose, with the firm determina- across to Kentucky, striking the shore
the number of immigrants to the Un- baugh, William Kraus, William Gil- Qip Husbands farm, two miles Irons
pot-horse crowd, but they are'a darn- tion to succeed by methods whiesh he just belovr-the—tetwo of Wickliffe. We
Scamon and Frank this city beyond Mechanicsburg
ited States fell off considerably, while bert, Jacob
. She
ed sight more honest, and when they woukl not be ashamed to explain in arc ready to admit that the projected the immigration to Canada shows a Digle.
was sick in camp and finally had to.
detail to the world; which he feels road and the proposed bridge are
are
considerable increase.
Ingleside
see the same old crowd attempting
lodge
from
Those
he taken to the institution for treat
would meet with the approval of his "long felt wants," but what astonishMessrs L. K. Taylor, Pete Bechen- /tient,
to round them up on the same old mother.
41
it
backed,
railroad
es us is that a
back, Charles B. Hatfield, Frank L.
dead issues, they go on about their
"To,the young man who tries, there would seem, with unlimited capital,
Mrs. MTher was 34 years of age an
Smith,
W. H. Patterson, J. T. Hutch- born in England,
but came to this.
business until the time to vote and is no country on the globe where or credit, which amounts to the same
CockM.
J.
and
Maxwell
ens,
H.
J.
country some wears ago and for a
then put it where they think best. the opportunities are so great as they thing, should have hung fire so long
rell.
are in the United States. The oppor- because Mayfield could not raise a
long while has belonged to the fol1
The grand lodge officers going out lOwers of that
what new theories the misleaders tunities are here, and all that is nec- bonus of $.40,000 to give it.
roaming
which
tribe
are D. L. Bailey, G. M., of Louis- travels
back and forth over the
preparing to spring, time alone essary is preparation, energy, and
ville; A. W. Clements, D. G. M., of country.
persistence. The mere fact that they
woman.
Mary Drennan ,a scrub
ell. If the democratic party caMlorganfield; W. C. G. Hobbs, G. W.
are here should not, however, lull a and nephew are under arrest in New
She is the mother of two children,
Lexington; R. G. Flliott, grand
of
do business it will have to young man into a feeling of security
worth
of
York for stealing $15,000
one son who is here with her and a
George
and
Lexington
secretary,
of
I, inventory of its stock in that his particular opportunity will jewelry from a pawn broker. The
W. Morris, grand treasurer, of'Lex- daughter who is with her grandmothquit the skin game business come, carefully labeled as his prop- woman stole the jewelry by piece
•
er in another city.
ington.
.•
erty.. Only the young man who is meals while working in the estabThe remains were moved from the
•
t aonsething substantial on the
country
Fellows
the
over
Odd
The
constantly on the alert for the covconfessed and an•+}'or the present, however, eted opportunity may be expected to lishment. She has
are getting ready for the sovereign hospital to Pool & Nance's undertakother pawn broken who bought the
wielelk mtreoemt at ing establishment last night, wher
a h i cohne w
i ae pw
g
rrhainiadd elio
Ddhs:
•ay give prayerful attention to seize it when it does appear.
goods has been pulled also.
to- they are 'being prepared for burial.
;.. ; tinent queotions asked by Mr. "Vast combinations of capital, callthe funeral' services will be -het
representatives
from
The
morrow.
ed trusts, have of course, had their
Los Angeles, Cal., has issued $1.sometime today, but as yet the tribe
•son, and see what there is in influence
Potter,
of
Whitt
this .state are J.
on the opportnnities for 500,000 in •bonds to be utilized in
has not decided whei4 the body will
of
Buckley,
Green,
Claud
record to attract votes.
Bowling
Owens
young men. Before these sombina- changing the course of the
interred.
be
Carof
Gaunt,
Simpsonville,
John
S
!
tons sprang into power, the ambi- river, 240 milesoaway, and bring it
of
Cox,
H
William
and
'rollton,
that
Rot kefeBee's. Prediction.
tious xnung man worked with the to that place. It is ;estimated
The conference of the Norwegian'
•
The p t ririert of the Vativnak possibility in mind that he might, in the work will (nit $23,000,000; but it
and Sweden delegates to arrange for
time, become an independent manu- will redeem soo,000 acres of land bet„,„
—ciati,)n is alit-hots
* facturer himself. In the different in- side' giving Los
Mr. Henry Cave lea`ves today for separation liar all but failed in agreeAngeles
ments.
a water and
Ky., to attend college._
Danville,
Iii•i I Rocite\s. dustries Web are now controlled by course.
for the stitement I h
l
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GET THE BOYS READY FOR SCHOOL!

•

Bring Them Here for the Most Dependable Clothing
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A SIX MONTHS' SUBSCRIPTION TO THIS POPULAR PAPER
WITH EVERY Ss.00 PURCHASE IN BOYS
DEPARTMENT. IT
CONTAINS EVERYTHING EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINING
TliAT BOYS MOST ENJOY. A SAMPLE COPY WILL BE GIVEN
ANY BOY WHO DESIRES TO KNOW ABOUT THIS "AMERICAN
BOY" AND WHAT IT CONTAINS.

The "Cherry Diamond" and the "Jane
Hopkins" make of-school clothing is known
to most every mother in Paducah. Its especially built to withstand the hard usages of school. The coats are all double-sewed, strongly lined; pants double knees and
seat, made from the strongest fabrics.
They're ready now in new fall styles at
$2.00 and up to $4.00.
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STREET WORK

DOES WIDE DESTRUCTION IN THE
EVIDENCE
JUSTIFIED REV. T. J. OWEN CLOSED WOR- THE COUNCIL CRITICISED FOR
SEVERAL TOWNS IN
HIM IN SHOOTING
SHIP AT THE REIDLAND
PRESSING THE WORK OF
ITALY.
OTHERS.
CHURCH
IMPROVEMENT.

Catanzaro, Province of Calabria, ItIt seems that Jimmie Hale, colored,
Rev. T. J. Owen has returned from
President Ed Noble, of the board
aly, Sept. 8.--A violent earthquake at was in the right about shooting Ros- Rtidland where he has been conduct- of public works, says that he believes
2:55 o'clock this morning caused ser- coe Washington and El hu Harris, ing a protracted meeting during the the c'ty legislative boards had made a
ious loss of life and widespread de- both colored, as in the police court past ten days with good re-ults.
For grievous mistake in not concurring in
struction in Calabria. The towns of yesterday morning Judge Sanders four days
he was assisted by Rev. the request of the board of public
Pizzo, Monteleone di Calabria and dismissed the warrants charging Hale J. J.
Smith, and there were about `works, which was that the council
Martirano were almost entfrely de- with maliciously shooeng at the othfifteen additions made to the church. permit the contractors to stop the restroyed. At Monteleone di Calabria ers, while Harris and Washington,
Rev. Mr. Owen went to LaCenter construction work when it reaches
seven persons were killed outright, his victims, and also Will Lovog,
Fourth on Kentucky avenue and Fifth
and many were injured by the col- were fined $50 each. The evidence y•sterday to preach today at the on Jefferson street, and
let everything
there.
church
Methodist
kapse of the prison there. The Pizzo showed that they attempted to aslay over until next spring, on account
district is said to be almost entirely sault Hale when he pulled his gun
of the approaching winter weather
Tenth Street Christian.
destroyed.
laying the contractors liable to getand commenced pumping lead into
Rev.
this
Bass
morning
at the t•ng
.Locally the shocks lasted eighteen them.. Washington and Harrill were
the thoroughfares torn up and
Tenth street Christian church will
seconds. The walla of the hospital not injured very badly.
then have to abandon them when the
preach
on
"Influence
of a Christian,"
here collapsed and some of the pat- 'Sam Gold,
colored employe of the while, tonight his errpic is "The cold elements prevail, and leave the
ients were injured. The inhabitants city, was given
a continuance until Transgressor." Parties five milts highways in an impassable condition
of this city fled. panicstricken from tomorrow of
the case charging him out on the Cairo road want Dr. Bass all during the bad months. Presitheir houses.
dent Noble believes in dropp:ng the
with steal:ng coal from the city's
Grave news continues to arrive electric light plant on Madison street, to bold a protracted meeting for work for the winter when the paved
them next week, while others in Mar- street work reaches Fourth on the avfrom Pizzo, Monteleone di Calabria where he was employed.
shall county want him to do likewise enu and Fifth on Jefferkon, and not
and Martirano, which have been alUntil Tuesday was continued the but he ha; not yet decided what to attempt to put
most destroyed by the earthquake.
down the storm water
sewerage on out to Ninth on both
There are numerous victims. It was case charging Dora Mayer with run- do.
ning
a cf;orderly house down on
Commencing this evening the night highways, and start the bituTithic
hoped that the district of Nicaetro
worship for Sundays will start at work on those portions of the streets
had escaped, but that also has been Red Row.
A fine of $5 was assessed against 7:45 o'clock, instead of 8 o'clock as after the sewerage is down.
seriously siketed.
At Mertirano all the buildings have each, Rosa Williams and Annie Wal- during the summer months.
Even if the storm sewerage alone is
•
collapsed, including the barracks of lace for a breach of the peace.
putt down out to Ninth on the two
the gendarmes.
Tom Baker, colored was held to
A Special service.
streets, it is believed winter weather
Catanazro, Italy, Sept. 8.—All the the grand jury on the charge of beAt the Cumberland Presbyterian will catch the contractors, so claim
houses at Stefaconi have been wreck- ing implicated in the fight where church this evening at 6:30 o'clock some of the city authorities. When
ed by the earthquake. It is feared Greathouse Cheatham, also colored. the young people's societies of the the streets are dug up and the storm
that too people are buried in the got cut last Monday by Charles city will hokl a union service. A sewers laid, the dirt coming out of the
ruins.
Johnson out about Ninth and Wash- special prngrum has been arranged holes excavated cannot be put back to
The villages of Piscopio and Trip- ington streets.
for the occasion and all yoteng peo- cover the mains, because the specificaarni have been destroyed. Six woundSam 'Hobbs, colored, was acquitted ple are invited. The services will be tions provide that nothing shall be
ed men have thus far been taken from of the charge of maliciously cutting closed in time for evening worship filled in the holes on top of the sewthe ruins. There are other vietiMs.
ers except gravek and to get enough
Roy Mbore, cut in Fisherville last ,at the respective churches.
Troops have arrived at the scene of Saturday night when Moore and othgravel to cover Me p:ping and fill
disaster to help in the work of sal- ers tried to run Hobbs out of that
things up to the street level, gravel
First
Christian.
vage.
portion of the city, l'slioore was fined
"ThetWorld's Desire to Set Jesus out to riearly the center of the street
Rome, Sept. 8.—Light earthquake $1 for the pact he took in the afChrist" is the subject for Rev. Vs'. H. has to be dug up and dumped over inshocks albe reported to have occurred
Pinkerton's
sermon this. morning at to the excavation. This leaves street
at Castellamare, Naples and FlorUntil next Saturday was cont:nued the First Christian church, while to- for many feet on both sides of the
ence.
a the case charging Ed Pankey with night he speaks on "When Will Eu- sewerage without any gravel and in 2
cutting the ufan William', down at rope and America Become Civilized very had condition, practically imA part of the miners at work in Second and Jefferson
passable if winter should come before
streets last Countries."
the Daniel Boone coal mines near Monday, ,when Williams
it is either repaired with more gravel
would not
St. Charles, Ky., are 'out on a strike wear the sunflower Pankcy
or improved with the bitulithic mawanted
because of redoction in wages. A him to in the
Christian Science.
terial that goes between Fourth and
Labor Day parade.
Cgristian Science services will be Ninth on the avenue, and Fifth and
small part are still at work.
Lydia Dutming, the 'Queen of Red
held this morning at to:3o ,o'clock Ninth on Jefferson.
Row", was fined $20 for being drunk
Subject: "Matter." Te,timonial meet
Barer/ Komura and Minister Take- and disorderly.
One official who favors stopping the
log Wednesday at 7:30 o'clock in the
hira were entertained in New York
W. D. Burger was fined $t for_bework said yesterday that those wantevening. Everybody cordially in- ing
by the Japanese of that city Saturday ing
to go ahead into the winter
drunk.
vited. Services held at 527 Broad- months set up the plea that if operawith a dinner. It was attended only
way.
by Jan-r.
tions are abandoned for the cold peTO
a Wee' sor The Register
riod, that the money is laying up and
Helping in Work.
nothing being done with it. As to
Rev. W. II. Hamilton, of the this, he said thak the money is all
Methodist church at Woodville, pask- drawing 3 per cent, interest every
ed through here bound for the county month it is in the banks, and money
to help in. sorne protractcd..meetings is, mad* from this standpoint in letbeinv held out in the rural district;. ting matters lay dormant until next
spring.
Watts Boulevard.
Several of those favoring stopping
AND HAVE THEM FILLED EARLY. WE HAVE WHAT
Take a look at Watts boulevard ft assert that the Matter is altogether in
YOU
will surprise you.
NEED AND KNVY W isT YOU WANT.
Drive out to the bands of the board of wort:, and
Twenty-eigth and Ohio streets.
that it was only courtesy that caused

D. E. WILSQN, AT
HARBOUR'S DEPARTMENTSTORE

Most Complete Display of

School Pants, Caps
And Shirts
The "Star" and "Hold Fast" brands of
Knee Pants have ever demonstrated their
guarantee as the best and most durable
for school wear. They're ready in the fall
fabrics---50c to $1.00. The Mother's Friend
shirtwaists and blouses are her in neat
designs, appropriate for school---50c to
75c. Caps for school in golf, yacht and eton
styles, very attractive---25c to 50c.

The Loss of Life is Large, While Lydia Dunning, "Queen of Red Row," Union Meeting by Young People's Public Works Board May Exercise a
Entire Towns Were
Got Dose That Will Hold Her
Societies This Evening at CumRight and Stop the Work in
Destroyed.
Po: •a While.
•
berland
Presbyterian.
Proper Time.
•

YOU

age an(
to this
d for a
the foie which
er the
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the members of the latter to lay the
quesion before the legislative authorities. This same official continued
that the legislat ye boards ordered
things pushed ahead, but that when
the crucial moment arrived the board
of works would assert its authority
and not let the work go on, streets
be torn up, and then have to be abandoned whew bad weather comes, and
things left in such a deplorable state
that the thoroughfares could not be
traversed.
The storm sewers have to go down
first and the gravel be put on top of
them in filling up the hole, so tbs resolves itself into the fact that if the
contractors start to putting down the
sewers out beyond Fourth and Fifth
on the respective streets, they rill
have to either try to put down the
bitulithic during the winter, or leave
the highway impassable, because all of
the gravel comes off the top of the
streets to go into the hole dug for the
sewer mans. Experience last winter
showed the bitulithic compound cannot be laid in cold weather.
One official was of the opinion
that prohabil ties were the board of
works would let things go on until
sewers and brick streets are finished
up to Fourth and Fifth, and then
step in and refuse to let the work be
,
pushed any further this fall.
W. C. T. U. Meeting.
TIte W. C .T. U. will have a regular meeting next Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in the lecture
room of the First Baptist church.
Mrs. C. A. Norveli will present
some interesting results cif the latest
researches in regard to the nature of
alcohol and its effects on the human
system.
Mrs. Christine Myers will read a
revieve of the temperance outlook.
A selection from Eugene Fields
entitled "Daniel and the Devil," will
be presented by Mrs. Dr. Henry DuJoey.
A cordial invitation- to those interested in the cause is extended.
Trimble Street Church.
Rev. T. J. Newell, of the Broadway Methodist church, will not fill
the pulpit of the Trimble street Meth
odist church as intended until yesterday. Arrangements have been made
for General Secretary Blake Godfrey,
ot the Y. M. C. A., to conduct the
warship this morning, in company
with Mr. P. C.• Dix, the secretary
of the county association work over
the state. Tonight Rev. Trion will
preach,
Rev. Armstrong left yesterday for
Tennessee to help in some revivals
beifig conducted down in that state.
—Subscribe for the Register.

NOT FORGOTTEN
PUBLIC CONTINUES TO REMEMBER HOME OF THE
FRIENDLESS.

The Board of Lady Managers Are
Thankful for the Donations
During August.

lir"..."1:1"4"41.411
The
he board ;
15lady manager;
to express their thanks rid appreciation for the following donations made
to the Home of the Friendless for
the month of August:
Caldwell, ice fcT the
Dnrt.Delia
h.
rno

Mrs. M. Nlegel, three table linens.
Mrs. W. H. Coleman, vegetables.
Mrs. H. R. Robertson, vegetables.
Mir. Snow, melons.
Mr. Louis Clark, melons.
Mr. J. S. Thompson, melons
Mr. J S. Campbell, vegetables and
fruit.
Miss Anna Campbell fruit and
melons.
The list below is given by the
butchers and market people who donate every week: Meat—Henry Bey:
er, A. Butler, F. Petter, L. Petter,
Caesar Burger, T. S. Jones, Adolph
Surges, Chas. Greer, F. E. Metzger,
Saltzgiver & Watson, Chas. Smith &
Sons, Theobold,& Scns, Seitz &
Schmidt, Kolb & Sons.
Vegetables—W. L. Jones, Joe
Starr, Chas. Smith, Mac Adams, Go
Beyer, T. W. Underwood, C. P
Babb, Joe Doan, Wm. Schmidt, W
A. Schmidt, John Schmidt, Andrew
Schmidt, Chas.
Schmidt, Fred
Schmidt, John C. Harris, Ed Kettler,
D.
R. Berry, Henry Theobold,
Frank Sanders, E. M. Yarbro, Alonec Starr, Joe Simbach, John Lepres,
D. R. Usey, John Theobold, Jr.,
Thos. J. Davis, Denney Chaupey.
Mr. Graves, Robert Overstreet, August Legeay, Ed Duflot, J. A. Adcock, Joseph Chenel, Bishon Bros.,
Henry Conner, Chris Coleman, Gus
Cornillaud, Mrs. Sargent, Mrs. Tillman, Mrs. Welsh, Mrs. Reeves,
Mrs. Winegar, Mrs. W. R. Motherly
Mrs. Mollie Carter, Mrs. Will McCutchen, Mrs. Lizzie Neihoff, Mrs.
Mary Kaufman, Mrs. Mary Whitelauf.
Dr. S. Suzuki, chief surgeon of the
Japinese navy, has reached America
on his way to Detroit to attend the
convention icif physicians and surgeons soon to assemble there. He
was with Admiral TosTo in all his
battles

TAKE YOUR SCHOOL BOOK LISTS TO

D. E. WILSON AT
HARBOUR'S DEPART NTSTORE
AND HAVE THEM EILLED EAR LY.
WE HAVE WHAT
NEED AND KNOW, WHAT YOU WANT.

YOU

,a

Thompson's
Rose Nicotine

ABOUT THE PEOPLE THE?. T. M. A.POPULAR WANTS Good for "That Thirsty feeling"

(Specially Reported.)
WHEN YOU'RE THIRSTY, OR HOT, OR PERSPIRING
WANTED—Office boy by Dr. Jeff
Mr. James Clements, the carload
Saturday
in
was
E.
Renfro
R.
.
—OR ALL THREE ROLLED INTO ONE—JUST ORDER
Robertson
drummer, has returned from a southmorning and left on the Evansville
A GLASS OF
KILLS INSECTS ON FLOWERS, ern trip.
for Rosa Clare to see hi, wife, FOR SALE—Good Ames runabout
packet
PaPLANTS, FRUITS, TREES, VEGMr. Will Martin, a whilom
peaske & who is visiting there..
and harness. Apply to H. H. LovETABLES, HUMAN BODY, DOGS, ducahan, representing
the shoe men return- ing.
Bryant,
Si.t
CATS, ALSO ANTS, ROACHES, Gaufbert company, Louisville, is in ed Saturday from St. Louis. Si reOR ANY HOUSE BUGS OF VER- the city mixing among friends.
ports nice trade.
FOR SALE—Iron safe 47x36x33,
GUARANTEED TO BE
MIN.
Mr. Harvey Phillisis has returned
Mr. Dave Morris, promoter for the weight 2,800 pounds. Phone 723-R or
INSECT
UL
Paris,
THE MOST POWERF
foam a drumming trip to
Great Parker Amusement company, address Cecil Reed.
DESTROYER Tenn., and other points.
AND PARASITE
arrived yesterday evening to promote
Mrs.
KNOWN.
Mrs. 0. D. Schmidtt and
this city for our carnival.
WANTED—House. of five or six
PRICE roc, 25c, and 5oc.
Henry Kamleiter left yesterday on
L. A. Albritton has returned from rooms convenient to business section.
a
FUMIGATORS 25c.
for
the steamer City of Savannah
Louisville, where he has been visit- Address B., care Register.
IT CURES "THAT THIRSTY FEELING" QUICK Al A
Being Demonstrated This Week at visit in St. Lotris.
ing his house for a week.
WINK.
Mr. A. L. Damage, of Carmack, W. E. Smith, the hat man, is spendFOR SALE— New coal burner, a
OF THE
Ky., was in the city yesterday on ing Sunday in the city.
IF YOU WANT A REFRESHING DRINK
Majestic, only used six months,
E L V E"B
SAY
,
business.
EVER
TASTED
YOU
BEST
BEER
ng
agent
,
advertisi
Mr. J. H. Tate,
cheap. Apply 706 Broadway
Atand
ck
Hendri
K.
BAR.
John
THE
Hon.
DERE" TO THE MAN BEHIND
for the Great Parker Amusement
torney Charles Grassham returned company, has been with us several
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms for
SAME PRICE AS COMMON BEER.
yesterday evening form Louisville, days, billing the city and sun ound- gentlemen within 3 blocks of Fourth
Prescriptions called for and delivbusiwhere 'they had been on legal
and Broadway. Old phone, 613-4.
ing country.
ered to any part of the city.
ness.
R. S. VanLoon, our Van, is in for
Phones No. 180.
Mr. James Bugg, the tie man, goes Sunday. Mrs. Van Loom returned
FOR RENT—A store house and
Clifton, Tenn., today on business. home Thursday after a several weeks residence above, at 1103 South Third
to
Car. 4th and Broadway.
Mr. Isinnie Oliver, of West Vir- visit to her old home in Ohio.
street. Apply at 7o5 Kentucky
KENTUCKY.
PADUCAH,
ginia. is visiting relatives here. He is
The executive committee is work- avenue.
a twin brother or Mr. Lonnie Oliver, ing night and day, and ask all the
the 'American Express company's boys to boost the carnival for all they
of
Sundy Morning, Sept. 1o, rgo5.
WANTED—Active partner with
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
,
office in this city.
are worth. We want the biggest Up°, manufacturing business, referCity Attorney Thomas B. Harri- crowd during the week, ,September ences exchanged. Address W. H.
son goes to Pittsburg, Pa., tonight 25, that has ever visited Paducah. care Register.
on business. From there he goes for The railroad companies and steama several weeks stay in eastern Ken- boat lines have made us a good rate. FOR RENT—New
seven-room
tucky, and during his absence Lawyer It's up to you boys:
house on Fountain avenue. All modAlben Barkley looks after his of5ce. Secretary Hoover has been out of ern conveniences. Apply to F. F.
The Kentucky Realty Co., 108 FraMr. George C. Thompson and Mr. the city several days on business.
Davis, News-Democrat.
ternity Building. Old phone 851.
George Thompson, Jr., left last night Louis Cornillaud is here for Sunwill
school
Mrs. Dorian's private
for Chicago, where the latter enters day.
FOR RENT: Second and third
open September it.
college.
floors of building on corner Third
Don't forget the butons, boys.
Noble
I2C.
Best lump coal I3C:111.11
Mrs. C. H. Chamblin and Miss
Judging from the favorable crsi- and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
211 BROADWAY,
& Yeiser. Phone 294_0
effiie Murray leave tomorrow for cism of the press in the cities in first floor suitable for business t.tLists"
School
Call for the "Blue
The Leading Licensed Pawnbroker of
4
Charleston, Mo., to visit.
which the Great Parker Amusement fice at very reasonable prices. H.
childand
r
at Harbour's Book Dept.
Mrs. Henry Weissinge
Paducah.
company has exhibited this season Marnmen, Jr.
17
Best lump coal 13c, nut I1C. Noble ren of Louisville, returned home yes- there is every reason to believe that
Money to loan on all personal valuables, Dia& Yeiser. Phone 194.
terday after visiting the family of it is everything it is claimed to be.
WANTED—Person to call on resupand
books
school
Buy your
Captain George 0. Hart.
monds, Watches,fauns, Pistols, Etc.
It is without exception the largest tail trade for manufacturing house;
Flies early at Harbour's Book Dept.
Mrs. Minnie Holmes and daughter, and best carnival today in the cottn- Local territory, salary $.25 paid weekAll Business Strictly Confidential.
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath, Miss Nell, returned yesterday
One can realize the immensity ly; expense money advanced, previ"
from/
Goo 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Ohl Lae Clear Springs.
Bargains in Unredeemed Pledges.
the enterprise when it is known ious experience unnecessary. Ameriand New 76z.
Miss Rena Bernhard has returned 101
thirty one cars to trans- can house, Star Building, Chicago.
takes
it
that
WATCHES AND JEWELRY REPAIRED AT HALF PRICE.
FOR RENT—My residence at Togo from visiting in St. Louis.
port the show. The company travels
1.
October
n
Monroe street. Pomessio
SIM 211 Broadway
Mrs. J. 'H. Roberts and family re- on ita own special train of fiats, stock, FOR SALE—A two-story frame
211 Broadway Non to Lug's
Chas Q. C. Leigh.
turned from Mayfield yesterday.
dining and cleeping cars. dwellik, seven rooms, image recepbaggage,
Miss L. V. Shaw, teacher of pianz
Mfrs.- Wm. Marble went to Dawson
Btschannan writes us that business tion hall, hot and cold water, good
mandolin, guitar, voice culture, con- and Princeton yesterday.
fine. Come around "Buck' and out buildings, nice yard with shade
is
119
Studio
methods.
servatory
Mrs. J. M. Walton will today re- tell us about it.
trees Wil sell on terms to suit purNorth Thirteenth street.
turn from visiting in Fulton.
Sanchez has been out all chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
Pres.
C. L. Brunson & Co., 423 BrcedMlessrs Herman Williams and Will week, but is expected in for Sun- 024 North Seventh street. New
way, has just received from France, Russell went to Gi!bertsvi* yester- day.
phone No. 630.
new designs in metal wreaths, crosses day to remain while the old bridge is
Dunning is in to spend SunGuy
and anchors for cemetery use. Will being town down, the former as day here after a hard week's work.
TAXPAYERS' NOTfCE.
last indefinitely.
steward for -the laborers and °the( as
A distinct and decidedly interest—A letter yesterday morning from timekeeper.
is
shows
ing feature of the Parker
Paducah, Ky., September 1, loos
New Orleans to the wife of Walter
Mr. Charles Reed, Miss Emma the two mammoth traction engues
You are hereby notified that all
Coleman stated the health authori- Reed and Mrs. Harry Tandy go to which are carried to furnish electricowning, or having in their
persons
not
did
Coleman
ties had found that
Chicago today.
ity for the company. Thoatands of possession, or under their control as
have yellow fever, but malaria.
Mr. Ike Hale has gone to Hopkins- electric bights are used in the hand- agent, guardian, or committee, execA man named Word, of near Gra- ville to enter school.
.4
some bold carved fronts.
utor, administrator, curator, trustee,
harnville, reported to the police yesMiss Mabel Calissi went to Bethel C. WI Brown is in the city.
,
otherwise
or
oner
receiver, commissi
terday that while out carousing the academy this morning to resume her
Calhoun Rieke formerly with C. H. realty, tangible or intangible personnight before someone touched him studies.
in Jackson, Tenn.
al property, on the 15th day of Sepfor $5o. He suspect., a companion,
Lagom.arsiv went to
Johnnie
Torn Hall, formerly with C. H. ,tember, are required on or before the
but the coin cannot be located.
Bourbonnais, Ill., yesterday to attend Rieke & Son, starts with his new
11st day of October to give the assess—Mrs. William Taylor, wife of college.
house out of St. Louis October 1.
or a true and complete list of same,
the missing man from Mechanicsburg,
Mr. B. M. Wakefield went for a
J. W. McGlathery was down the with true cash value thereof, as of the
A.
yesterday telephoned Constable
trip t. tile Tennessee river yester- Illinois Central last week and willi
I t5th o;y of September, under oath,
C. Shelton to pare no trouble cc ex- day.
spend Sunday at Jackson, Tenn. lief
forms to be furanished on appli'upon
bus
pense in searching for her absent
Mr. Claude Baker comes' down sells the sweetest ever.
by said assessor at his office,
cation
band, who mysteriously disappeared from Greenville today to complete
The executive committee in charge and that all merchants of the city
last 'Monday here in the city.
arrangements to move his family of the arrangements being made for
doing business for themselves or oth— Mr. Henry Wilson, the sawmill there.
our carnival would like to impress ers shall in like manner and in addiman, lost a finger from his left hand
Timekeeper John Dugger, of the upon the people of Paducah that the
tion thereto, state the highest amount
yesterday as the result of getting it I. C. goes in a few days for a visit. Parker show will not tolerate anyin value of goods, wares, and merchmashed by a heavy piece of timber
Mt. and Mrs. J. C. Marto and thing that is in the ltast suggestive.
andise owned or kept on hand for
at his mill out near Clark's river in Mrs. Robert Martin left yesterday The off color shows usually carried
said merchants, during the
the county. He resides here in the morning ,for Cleveland, where the for- by carnival companies will be con- sale by
next preceding such
months
three
city on Harrison street between Sev- mer goes to attend the national spicious by their absence. There
We Write Anything in Insurance
r.
Septembe
of
day
15th
Painter's
convention of Master Car
enth and Eighth.
will be nothing said or done at carwill save
this
to
attention
Prompt
Phones: Office 385-Residence 1696.
it 7:30 of the United States. Delegates from nival at which anyone could take of- property owners additional cost.
—Tomorrow 'evening
Mace 306 Broadway
•
o'clock at the city hall the ordinance all over the country will be on hand. fense. "The originators of cleanliSTEWART DICK, Assessor.
Mr George C. Wallace left yester- ness." is the motto of the Parker
committee of the council and alderHalk
City
Office Room 9,
manic board meets to consider work day for Atlanta Ga., and from there shows.
Approved, D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
his :Harry Hinkle was in west Tennesmeet
to
to
Virginia
around
goes
before them.
wife who accompanied her daughter see the past week.
—License Inspector Edwin Rivers
The Obion Wreck.
Staunton to re-enter college.
to
Chas. W. Spillman was down the
iitated yesterday that about 250 peocrews are still at
Paduof
wrecking
The
Judge Emmet W. Bagby
N. C. & St. L. last week.
ple had gotten out licenses for their
favor the Obion, Tents, pulling the engines out
Monday and is a guest
came
greatly
14
Ky.,
cah.
w
you
Boys,
FOR YOUR DINNER.
dogs, but that not a delinquent was
M. A. •Bagby and Mrs. Mil- executive committee by notifying of the river into which they jumped
Mks.
of
354. EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
on the list of people who have to
several
dred Doyle. Judge Bagby studied Secretary Hoover it once what coun- when the wreck occurred
do
have licenses to
business.
has
:3o UNTIL a P. M..
law in Rushville forty-two years ago try store donations .you have and mornings since. The bridge
—Everybody live . is interested in
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50t, 12:30 to 2.
his uncle, Judge John C. Bagby, where to call for them. The time been put :back in good condition and
with
the coming horse show to be given
same.
and has only once since That time is very short and it requires quite a traffic now runs regular over
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Engineer
this
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c ty. Rushville
bodies
work
this
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vited
deal
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"good
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general meeting to be held tomorrow Times.
recovered
stock. Please give this your prompt and his fireman have been
evening at 7:30 o'clock at the Paland taken to Memphis for interment.
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mer riarlors.
Boost the carnival and sell buttons. Engineer Armstrong and the others
—Yesterday the mechanics finished
—Tomorrna: evening at thr. city
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at the hospital here are coming along
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Don't
first
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PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
over
Memphis
and
here
Friday
run between
arrives from Lofisville next
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
the N. C. and St. L. railroad.
to become attached to the institution
Royal Arch Masons.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUtl
PADUCAH. KY
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trainihg
FA Daugherty was killed on a
of (Akers. EvTILES AND WILL RESTORE THE
his she being Miss Ruth Cochran of at 8 p m. Election
to be present.
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER- wire in Huntsville, Ala. He lost
requested
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life on the same wire and lyrist on Murray.
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WALKER, H. P.
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FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG which another man was killed
CHAS. HOLLID1kY, Seey.
Toe a Week for The Register.
April.
STORES.

Belvedere

Che Master Brew

It

111cPHERSON'S
DRUG.STORE

paducab Brewery Company
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MONEY TO LOAN.
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Ask Your Grocer
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ARISTOCRAT FLOUR
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The World,
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BUILDING MATERIAL
FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER

Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.
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